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Greater Portland's news and arts weekly 
OCTOBER 5, 1989 FREE 
During a night on the town, Lisa RoJhas walts for her chauffeur outside LaVerdiere's. 
COYER STORY by Andy Newman 
PHOTOS Uy Tonee Har/Jert 
A stretch limo cruised through 
Portland's Old Port" late one Satur-
day night and turned some heads. 
People rubber-necked to see who 
was inside. 
last summer it might have been 
Rod Stewart. It might have been 
George and Barbara Bush. But 
chances are it wasn't. 
Five years ago there were five 
limousine companies in Portland; 
today there are 15. So when you see 
a stretch limo in Portland, chances 
are the people inside aren't from 
away. 
Chances are they aren't rich or 
famous. Chances are they're regular 
folks willing to fork over big bucks to 
travel in style, to steal a glimpse of 
prestige. Chances are they prefer 
quarter pounders to caviar, Bud to 
Perrier, Van Halen to Vivaldi. 
. They're just blue-collar people in 
black-tie cars. 
(ONnNUED on page 8 
CALENDAR page 12 
LISTINGS page 14 
EATS page 16 
POOK page 20 
CLASSIFIEDS page21 
PUZZLE page 23 
The Archdruid speaks. 
See page 4. 
Flying high on ParaPianes. 
Seepage 11. 
Nothing to sneeze at. 







at a very affordable price. 
·300 dpl quality· 512Kb memory. expandable to 4Mb 
• 4 ppm speed· Software and font compatible. 
only $995! Cash Price $1.495 List 
during our 
LaserJet 11- HP's best seller $1,745 Sale $2,695 List 
LaserJet 110 - double-sided printing $2,995 Sale $4,295 List 
DeskWriter - 300 dpi for the Mac $945 Sale $1,195 List 
DeskJet Plus - 300 dpi inkjet, fast output $765 Sale $995 List 
DeskJet - 300 dpi inkjet, economical $595 Sale $795 List 
PaintJet - full color, PC or Mac $1,045 Sale $1,395 List 
Sale Expires November 17, 1989 
Call today! 
(800) 322-5003 ME· (800) 343-on9 NE. (207) 846-5143 
SOLUTIONS 
computer center 
A dMsoon 01 MiJI'IiE ~. ScMce, Inc. 
28 U.S. Route One, Yarmouth, ME 04096 





Fall Colors $84 
the h(JUSe oj stiles 
, r 
Offer expres 10/3 1/ 89 
Manicure • 
Pedicure • 
lentire fooIl leyeocCM'S & eyeJaSiie<iI 
MONDAY IS MEN'S DAY 
\ 
32A MARKET ST. • OLD PORT 
KROSS FROM THE PORnAND REGE~Y 
FOR APPT. CALL 775-5485 
Under New Ownership! 





October 7 - October 21 
Soli Wood 
Furniture 
Made In Maine 
.::. I=: 
Concepts in Comfort 
builds a complete line of 
handsome affordable furniture. 
9 FODEN RD. 
SO. PORTLAND· 775-4312 
ACROSS FROM UPS 
Looking at pollution sources on a cruise up the Fore River. CB w/Mtmtt Pou/..,. 
Solutions sought for unromantic problems 
Friends of Bay study pollution ' 
Friends of Casco Bay, a fledgling environmental 
group, held its first public seminar Sept. 30 and 
promptly found itself caught in the gulf between 
technical and activist environmentalism. 
The day-long seminar, held at SMVTI in South 
Portland, began with a series of three workshops 
addressing the question "How polluted is Casco 
Bay?" One focused on sewage, one on oil and 
another on toxic sources of pollution. Although 
the thesis question was rephrased often by those 
in attendance, no clear answers emerged from the 
panels of experts. 
Improving reality 
Over a lunch of white bread and chicken, the 
keynote speaker criticized the cautious approach 
of the morning sessions: "1 heard too much reas-
surance this morning," said activist David Brower, 
"and not enough concern and excitement." 
He asked the lunching crowd of more than 200 
people if any of them were really excited about 
saving Casco Bay. One woman yelled out. 
"We need to end the war against the Earth," 
said Brower, who has directed the Sierra Club, 
Friends of the Earth and the Earth Island Institute 
(see: TALK, page 4). He said that in spite of the 
recent spate of "born-again" environmentalists-
like former oilman George Bush - not one major 
institution in this country has begun to question 
the impossible notion of endless growth. 
"Wedo not inherit the Earth from out fathers," 
said Brower, "we borrow it from our children." 
He said that the education and drug crises are 
indications that children are losing hope. "The 
only real way to fight drug abuse," he said, "is to 
improve reality." 
Reality got better after lunch for the seminar 
participants, who boarded a Casco Bay Lines 
ferry for a narrated cruise down the bay. 
Unromantic problems 
During the cruise, consultant Richard Ander-
son and educator Jeff Sandler (aka Mr. Fish) 
pointed out the pollution sources that had been 
discussed at length during the morning sessions: 
In South Portland, several piers off-load crude 
oil from ships. At the morning workshop on oil, 
Bowdoin marine scientist Edward Gilfillin dis-
cussed the long-term effects of spilled oil on an 
ecosystem such as Casco Bay. USCG Cmdr. Jack 
McGowan explained the Coast Guard's role in 
monitoring oil in the port, and said that his office 
is in the process of rewriting Maine' s oil spill 
clean-up contingency plan. 
Along the Portland waterfront, numerous 
parking lots drain rainwater into the bay. Ronald 
Dyer, an environmental scientist with the Maine 
Department of Environmental Protection (MDEP), 
explained the difference between point source 
pollution (such as what drains out of a pipe) and 
non-point sources (such as oil that drips from cars 
and makes its way downhill to the bay) to the 
morning toxics workshop. He said that the lack of 
funding for non point-source programs hampers 
his work. "Let' s face it," said Dyer, "it's more 
romantic to attack a pipe than it is to attack 
parking-lot runoff." But John Sowles, an aquatic 
biologist with the MDEP, said that he has found 
substantially larger deposits of lead and other 
toxic metals in mussels collected in the mouth of 
the Fore River (straight downhill fromdowntown 
Portland) than in those collected elsewhere in the 
bay - suggesting that the unromantic non-point 
sources pointed out on the cruise do damage the 
bay. 
And sewage enters the Presumpscot River just 
above East End Beach. That morning, Karin Til-
berg, a staff attorney for Maine Audubon Society, 
told the sewage workshop that although Casco 
Bay is classified by the state as a water body safe 
for harvesting shellfish, much of the shellfish in 
the bay is unsafe to eat. Looking beyond obvious 
sources like the Portland Water District, Tilberg 
said that half of the 350 overboard sewage dis-
charges in the bay are not clean enough to meet 
state requirements. Eleanor Dorsey, a marine 
biolOgist for the Boston-based Conservation Law 
Foundation, said that these sort of problems are 
typical in the wake of a population boom such as 
Greater Portland has experienced. 
Four Friends of Casco Bay task groups con-
tinue to explore these issues. The next general 
meeting is scheduled for October 17 at the Casco 
Bay Lines terminal on Commercial Street. The 
free meeting is open to the public and will begin 
at 7:15 p.m. 
Montt Paul..,. 
THE WEEK IN BRIEF: 
New jail plan unveiled 
Plans for a new Cumberland County Jail could lock up $25 
million in taxes. Daniel Boisot, Chairman of the Cumberland 
County Jail Committee, admitted the price tag was steep, but said 
that the existing jail is"a near medieval facility" which is costing 
an "enormous amount of money for upkeep." 
Boisot said that the current jail was severely overcrowded last 
year, operating at 58 percent over capacity. The new jail would 
have a capacity of 340 beds, more than triple the existing 113. 11 
also would offer a better environment for prisoners,13oisot said. 
"Where they are now they sit around the cell and watch t.v. and 
smoke ... At this facility they can work and earn money. Prisoners 
will tell you they'd rather be busy." The vote on the $25 million 
bond issue is Nov. 7. If voters approve it, the new jail would open 
by 1993, Boisot said. 
Dogman's dogfight escalates 
Da vid "The Dogman" Koplow's six dogs ha ve been impounded 
again, and this time he's in really deep do-do. 
Koplow's dog drama began on Aug. 30, when his dogs were 
impounded because he refused to obey a court order to leash 
them. On Sept. 18, Koplow promised to leash the dogs if they were 
returned to him, but then unleashed them soon after getting them 
back. So on Oct. 1, police took Koplow's dogs again, and arrested 
him on charges that he struck one police officer while one of his 
dogs allegedly bit another. 
Another court order, banning Koplow from ever having dogs 
in Portland again, could be in the making, according to City 
Attorney David Lourie. City Manager Robert Ganley favored 
such an order because it would allow Koplow to keep his dogs but 
would get him out of Portland. "If we could somehow get assur-
ance that he and his dogs could go elsewhere that would be good, 
but I'm not taking his word. We took his word before and he lied 
to us," Ganley said . 
Pushcarts still cooking in Old Port 
A proposed ban on late-night pushcart venders in the Old Port 
was put on the back burner by the city council. The proposed ban 
grew out of concern about late-night rowdiness in the Old Port 
after police reported that parhers crowded around the vendors -
some of whom sell their munchies until 2 a.m. Several peddlers 
showed up at an Oct. 2 council meeting when the council was due 
to vote on the measure. City councillor Peter O'Donnell said that 
the council acknowledged it hadn't heard enough input from the 
venders and put the vote off. O' Donnell said that "There isn't a 
frenzy to get this done because the summer crowds aren't down 
there now. Bu t we do hope to get some so~t of mechanism in place 
before the crowds return next summer." 
Preservation law foundation laid 
The planning board handed over a draft of a historic preserva-
tion law to the city council on Sept. 26. The law would apply to 
over 857 buildings in Portland that either have intrinsic hi\>torical 
value or are located in one of eight historical districts. Deb 
Andrews, chair of Greater Portland Landmarks, said that exterior 
changes to buildings that now require a permit could be subject to 
a stricter set of rules and a more formalized review process. 
"These bu ildings in a very real sense belong to all of us," Andrews 
said, "and once the trim and the dooTs of these buildings are lost, 
they've lost they're significance." The council will begin work-
shops on the ordinance - beginning Oct. 23 - before giving it final 
approval. 
WEIRD NEWS: ____ ----'-__ 
... Joseph Vellone stopped at a red light in NOTwalk, Conn. and 
opened his car door to spit. His eight-month-old dog in the seat 
next to him pushed Vellone out of the car, which then rolled 
through the intersection with the driver in pursuit. The car came 
to rest against a build ing, sustaining minor damage. 
"'In the parking lot outside a seafood restaurant in Brusly, La. 
one car hit another and the occupants began scuffling. When 
police aTrived, they arrested two men for disturbing the peace. 
Then the officers searched the cars and booked all nine for 
misdemeanor theft because they found linen napkins from the 
restaurant containing fried oysters and fi sh - a violation of the 
restaurant's no-takeout policy. 
Roland Sweet/Altt rNet 
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r==The Portland Balle~ COmpa:t;ly~ 
Eugenia 1. O'Brien, ~I" Artistic Director Gail Csobo~h. ASSOCIate DIrector 
DCKER The Most Lavishly Staged The Most Classically Danced Production in ttie State of Maine 
BIDDEFORD CITY THEATER 
LET 
Friday, Dec. 1 8:00 PM Friday, Dec. 15 8:00 PM 
Saturday, Dec. 2 2:00 PM Saturday, Dec. 16 2:00 PM 
2:00 PM Sunday, Dec. 3 2:00 PM Sunday, Dec. 17 
Friday, Dec. 8 8:00 PM $10.00 Adults 
Saturday, Dec. 9 2:00 PM $ 1.00 off Children/Sr. Citizens 
Sunday, DeC'. 10 2:00 PM No Refunds. No Exchanges. 
FOR EASY MAIL ORDER: 
Name: ___________ ......:.. _____ _ 
Address:' ________________ _ 
City: ____________ State ____ _ 
Zip:. ____ Phone:: ____________ _ 
Location: Orchestra [) Balcony [) 
Performance Day: _____________ _ 
Enclosed $, ______ Check [) MO [) 
Charge To: Mastercard [) Visa [) 
C.C.# ____________ Exp. ___ _ 
Signature: ________________ _ 
$2 added to charge orders for handling. 
Make checks payable to: The Portland Ballet Co. 
341 Cumberland Ave. Portland,Me 04101 207-772-9671 
Bring those old photos 
to JUST BLACK & WHITE 
and we'll put the love 
light back Into them. 
We can copy and enhance your 
old, faded photographs and ma~e 
as many enlargements as you like. 
We'll also process and print all 
types of black & white film and we 
can convert to black & white from 
your color originals. 
LOVE JUS I 54 YORK ST. 761-5861 
NOT FADE 
AWAY 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• 




• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
ATTENTION PARENTS OF YOUNG 
ONES!!! ~' 
~ ~~ ' 
~a It Again now carrie ... 
~CK C~qr(t{e...~~~iSrts 
"get these critically acclaimed tapes 
and others such as Raffi & Laura 
Simms for your child as well as an 
exceptionally large selection of family 
and Disney videos." 
"Bambi" and "The Land before Time" 
on sale now! 
Video Rentals * Compact Discs 
Audio Tapes * Nintendo 
Open 7 days a week • 10-10 
207-846-4711 . 
YARMOUTH MARKETPLACE 
24 U.S. Route 1, Yarmouth, ME 04096 
4 Coseo Bay Wukly 
by Monte Paulsen 
A conversation with 
David Brower 
In his book "Encounters with the Arch-
druid," author John McPhee described 
David Brower as "the most militant 
conservationist In the world." Now 77 
yean old, Brower was the first executive 
director of the Sierra Club. The dub grew 
from 2,000 to 77,000 members under his 
direction, then parted company with 
Brower because he seemed too radical. 
-Brower went on to found Friends of the 
Earth In 1969 and the Earth Island 
Institute In 1982. He visited Portland to 
speak to the Friends of Casco Bay 
(see UPDA YES, page 2)_ 
What can be done to keep the recent 
resurgence of Interest In environment-
alism from becoming a fad? 
All people have to do is read this new book 
"The End of Nature" by Bill McKibben. You can't 
read the opening part of that book without know-
ing that this time it is terribly serious, and mayix' 
even too late. I'm hoping he's wrong. 
15 he? 15 It too late? 
Wehavecomeawfully close to doing ourselves 
in. We havea lot to do, and it's going to be harder 
because we didn't do it 20 years ago. 
What do we have to do? 
We have to change society's habits. And this 
time we can't slip back. So many things are al-
ready happening that can not be reversed and are 
global in effect. 
For example, we're trying to cut CFC (chlo-
roflorocarbon) production by the mid '90s. Wei.! 
that's too late! If we stop makingCFCs right now, 
the damage we've already started will continue 
for a century. And if we lose the ozone layer-
that's it! Without the ozone layer, no crops will 
grow. We won't get along very far without crops. 
So, much to our surprise, after having played 
around with CFCs for some 50 years, we find they 
are causing trouble. And now we've got to ask 
ourselves, "What other surprises are waiting for 
us?" 
How can we get out of this mess? 
By using the same tool that got us into it: our 
minds. We have to. That's all we've got. It takes a 
Ii ttle arrogance to think we can do anything abou t 
it, but the big challenge is to see if we can speed up 
the recovery. 
By "recovery" do you mean putting 
things back as they were? 
Yes! McKibben maybe right: it's too late to save 
nature. Now we have to put it back. I'm trying to 
get a movement going for global restoration. 
The Sierra Club has figured out that less than 
10 percent of the world's livable land remains 
wild. We need to set that apart immediately. We 
need to keep that as a reference book, as a place 
that shows us "This is how life works if we don't 
mess it up." We won't get by if we tear any more 
pages out of that book. 
Then, instead of having them tear that last 
wilderness down, we need to turn our develop-
ers' attentions on putting back what they've 
messed up. Send them back to clean up their 
rooms! We need to use our cleverness to return 
parts of the Earth to what it was. It's going to be 
tough, because in some places we've lost the parts 
- species and habitats that are gone forever. 
Can a capitalist world ask such a thing? 
Yes. The problem lies in what we count as the 
capita\. We've considered the Earth as a freebie. 
Thus we've used up part of the ozone barrier. We 
didn't charge ourselves for that - but we' re going 
to pay for it, aren't we? 
But if you had to pay a realistic charge for your 
automobile: you'd pay for the car when you buy 
it and you'd pay for what it takes to replace what 
it was made of; you'd pay for the fuel you use and 
CBW(fonee Harbert 
you'd pay what it costs to replace that fuel; you'd 
pay for the air you bum in it, and you'd pay to 
clean up that air when you' re through. 
Of course, you can't replace the air and the fuel 
that took 500 million years to form. So you proba-
bly wouldn't drive. 
What do we have to do to get our 
legislators to think like that? 
Well, for one thing, everyone i~ the volunteer 
business- the citizens at large and their organiza-
tions - have got to stop shying away from lobby-
ing and politics. That's where the decisions are 
made that effect the Earth. But almost all the 
environmental organizations disdain substantial 
lobbying or political activity. It's not nice. So the 
incumbents who have been perpetuatmg our bad 
habits stay in office. And weoutherein the public 
can quote Pogo to ourselves: We've met the en-
emy and guess who it was. 
I'm going to come up with a little sticker to put 
on your mirror, "You are looking at an endan-
gered species." 
Is there anything that one person can do 
to make a difference? 
Sure. I know of a 32-year-old guy named Sam 
LaBudde. There's a profile on himin the July issue 
of Atlantic written by my son Kenneth. He went 
out and bought a camcorder and got a job on a 
tuna boat. He told them that the camera was a toy 
his father had given him, that he was just horsing 
around with it. 
And he took a devastating record of that the 
Tuna fishermen are doing to the dolphins. They 
are killing something like a 125,000 dolphins a 
year in the process of getting tuna. So that got in 
the news all around the world and is helping to 
pressure the tuna fleets to change their ways. 
Sam was feeling pretty good about that so he 
went out and did the same thing on a deep-sea 
drift net boat. This one guy with a cheap camcor-
der! He used his head and his feet and he went out 
and made a difference. 
Monte Paulsen is editor of Casco Bay Weekly. 
GOOD EGG 
CAFE Th(r (m't a kiftkn ... if~ 
a virtwl deathtrap, full of hmAtd) 
at1d fCb1tial 'rvory! Thats- v:hy ~~.f-'~ 
I leave -the cookl~ 10 -tw.i'V1r4) 
rISk-takl~, thrHl-sW<lV13 pros: 
~ kltd1evJ klVlp aVId kWeevlS ttt 






• five mode~ to chOO\e from 
• Homes as low as $39,950 
• Financing availabk 
• Full Contrwling Semx 
.. • Over 1,(0) Lots available 
or build OIl your 1aOO. 
FREE HOME PLANNING KIT' CONTINUOUS OPEN HOUSE 
The full story of Showcase. Over 20 pages M-F II am-7 pm • 9 am-5 pm • Sun. 12-5 pm 
of homes, options, prices & buying tips. Naples: Rte. 302, E. of Rte. 35. Across 
• 6 models. financing from Mardon Marina. (207) 693-6996 
• full contracting. building lots Turner: Turner Plaza, Rte. 4 (207) 225-3234 
Showcase is your Custom Home Specialist. Unlimited capabilities -
from the incredible value of Premier to 3000 sq. ft. luxury homes. 
Visit us today. 1-800-344-6552 
~I,. ~ 
SHOWCASE HOMES, INC. IB 
SETTING THE PACE IN AFFORDABLE HOUSING 'U AtTO R" 
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A HOT & HEALTHY 
WAY TO DINE '. 
and all for only $Z.99 
Try our lunch 
specials: 
• Vegetarian lasagna 
• Vegetarian Chili 
• Quiche 
• Chicken Stir Fry on Rice 
SOUPS· SANDWICHES· SALADS 
"A Healthy Alternative" 




6 Week course starts October 10th 
Tuesday & Thursday 7-8pm 
Non-members Welcome! 
College Special- $99 Semester Membership 
Unlimited Tanning! 
• NO INITIATION FEE· FREEZE POLICY AVAILABLE .12X12 JACUZZI. 
NAUTILUS CENTER. AEROBICS. SAUNAS. STEAMRooMS • 3 TANNING 
BOOTHS. LlFECYCLES. STAIRMASTER • ROW ERGOMETER' JAZZERCISE 
• SELF DEFENSE COURSES' MASSAGE THERAPY 
Portland ARegenCy 
HEALTH CLUB 
20 MILK ST. - OLD PORT 774-4200 
Discover your 
Dealin·g Ability • 
bell onl 01 u. II • nalul'llllllllar. When WI unlock 1111 ...... WitIIin .1 WI 
"gin. !l'OC ... tIIat HI onlY lIulI 011' body but ".1 .... p ... _ up ..... 
InCl ... !!uman IIIiIg. The H.lIBr I co .... 1I.lin]lll YII powarllllooIll 
1111]1 yo know and 011 you .. DWllnnar IIIller. 
"lhavereferredselectedpatienlstoTomGrahamandJerrySand£rsfor 
approximalelyoneyear. Fortlwsewhaareinurestedinmaximi.o:ingt.lu!ir 
healing patenlinland w/w are open to new ways of thinking, 1 
defmitely recommend their work." 
111'. &lrlltIIII NIiI'tInJtI. WIIIIfIfI " WDIIIItI, r.,.".,."., If_ 
" Tom and Jerry's heakr seminar taps the essence of the 
heakr within. The resuhs are extraordinary both personally 
and professionaUy." 
111' • .-Illy" .. P",,-, "". CMro/II'ICtrI A"lCIIf1IIII 
"Tom and Jerry have introduced us to the world of intent. It's 
an important work to be studied by any evolving person," 
ItMIItI "".,., It¥, P"."., "". 
St .. Ung dales 101' the lo-week Healel' I cou ... e .. e: 
Oct 17 days, Ocl. 18 evenings 
lor morelnlormalllll call 1l1li Graham 789-1411 
6 C4SCO Bay Wukly 
THE Focus 
FOR FALL 
is in the contrast of the 
sporty and the feminine. 
We offer anoraks and blazers, pretty 
silk dresses, skinny sweaters and 
jeans, crisp whLte Shi rts - all 
with a romantic soft 
feminine edge ... at 
TH 
20% OFF 
Autumn - Winter 
Collections 
(present this ad 
with purchase) 
105 EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND 
772-5260· HOURS 10-6, MON. -SAT. 
Shoes, Shoes, 
Shoes! 
Step in and slip into 
our new shoes while they 
last! Two styles in cotton 
canvas with rubber soles 
from "Ko'ton." 
Shown here: The 
Lace Up Boot, available in 
black and purple, $24.00. 
options 
• 36 Danforth Street· Portland. 
772-8607 • Mon - Sat 10-5pm 




41 Middle St. • Portland 
774-2972 
+ STUNTERS + DELTAS 




For All Ye Mighty 
Wind Related Needs 
3 Wharf St •• Old Port 
871-0035 
YOURS: 
Sick and tired of The Dogman 
I am sick and tired of hearing about David 
Koplow "the dogman." I think the issue should be 
resolved once and for all. He broke the law and 
should be penalized. Any other way would not be 
fair to all of the other citizens of Portland. It would 
also save the taxpayers a lot of money. 
by every person in the city who pays taxes to the 
city, property taxes or otherwise. Should we, the 
taxpayers of theCityofPortland, pay David Koplow 
to break the law? 
I read about the massive public support David 
Koplow has received. I read abouttheshopowners' 
contribution to the cause by selling "free the dog-
man " t-shirts. No doubt, if Mr. Koplow parked 
himself and his six dogs in front of one of those 
shops, that owner would be the first to call the cops 
to get rid of Koplow. I do not see people inviting 
David and his dogs over to their comfortable sub-
urban homes for dinner. I suppose the dogman is 
easy to support from a distance. 
President Nixon was not above the law, and 
neither is David Koplow. Regardless of the merits 
of the leash law, it was enacted by the representa-
tives of the people of the City of Portland. This 
country is based on the principle of equality under 
the laws and no one person, regardless of the '1ocal 
color" the person adds, should have special exemp-
tion from the law. If Mr. Koplow is allowed to 
ignore the law because he does not like it, then the 
courts cannot justify enforcing the law on anybody 
else. [f there is such an overwhelming public sym-
pathy for the dogman, then David Koplow should 
have no problem in bringing the issue of the leash 
law to a pUblic vote. That is the way the American 
system works. Blatant disregard for the law is not. 
[t is reported that Mr. Koplow has received over 
8OOcitationsand has been convicted dozens of time 
for his disregard of the law. This represents thou-
sands of dollars to process the paperwork alone, 
not to mention the man-hours of the police officers 
involved and the tying up of the court system. This 
is taxpayers' money being wasted just to let Mr. 
Koplow go so he can do it again. Now the dogman 
wants to sue the City of Portland for well over a 
million dollars. If he wins, that money will be paid 
I do not assert that the City of Portland is totally 
blameless in this case. If anything, they have caused 
the problem by being too lenient with David. 
Anyone who receives over 800 citations should 
have been dealt should have been dealt with deci-
sivelya long time ago. When the Chief of Police and 
the Ci ty Manager joined the fray, they served only 
to make David Koplowa martyr. David Koplow is 
not a hero, just a [person who does not obey the law 
simply because he does notfeellikeit. If we were all 
to follow his example, I do not suppose this country 
would be a very nice place to live. 
fA ~tJ...~,~_ 7 /14(1(." 
WilliamJ. Milliken 
Portland 
Attacked by The Dogman's dogs 
[am amazed at the rash of support fromPortlan-
ders on the arrest of David Koplow and the im-
pounding of his dogs. It is clear he is flagrantly and 
intentionally violating the law despite repeated 
wamings, and now acts as if he was completely 
unaware of the repercussions. I am also shocked at 
the number of people who say his dogs are "well-
behaved," "gentle," 'harmless" and always in "his 
command." 
Let me recant a story: On two separate occasions 
(one on the Eastern Prom, the other at State and 
York) his harmless and gentle pack of dogs raced at 
me and my dog (who was on a leash), barked men-
acinglyand ferociously, surrounded us and on one 
occasion bitmydog in the hind leg, all while David 
Koplow shouted commands at them. As you can 
imagine this was an extremely frightening experi-
ence, and I must admit, [was surprised by this, as 
Sick and tired of Sherry Miller 
I feel that I must comment on the competency of 
one of your wri ters. The integrity of any well wri t-
ten and welf informed newspaper is ill-served by 
the nugatory prose of Sherry Miller. One need only 
reflect on the people who were" ... all of Maine on 
August 17," or those who were "telling part of a 
long tale consisting of storytelling" to rea lize Miller 
might benefit from a good ESL tutor. I was also 
amused by the fellow who "stumbled into" a 
meeting " .. .looking for a good dinneron his way to 
the theater." I find it unwise to classify my meals by 
gender,and have knownnoneofthem toevincean 
interest in the performing arts. 
I would be willing to overlook the preponder-
ance of scattered clauses and hysteron proterons if 
the articles at least tended to consist of cogent 
opinions concerning art topics. Her laughable 
"requirements forgrea t paintings" are so misguided 
as to be almost unworthy of repudiation. She ob-
serves that the "work shown is notreally boring; it's 
familiar and not exciting." I can only respond by 
saying that the color is not really green; it's a 
I too thought the dogs were gentle and harmless, 
I have no problem with his dogs being un-
leashed or his philosophy, if he had complete con-
trol of his dogs at all times, which I feel confident in 
stating: He does not. I am sure I am not the only 
person with such an experience. David Koplow's 
presence in the city is noteworthy: Everyone loves 
a character; but that is too idealistic. The manner in 
which he was arrested might seem prodigal and 
unwarranted but is certainly not unfounded. If I 
decide not to stop at red lights (an extreme ex-
ample) and could, in my mind, philosophically 
justify it and Portianders accepted it, still does not 
make it right. 
The Dogman is wrong. 
Kurtis Oements 
Portland 
mixture of yellow and blue. I cannot understand 
how anyone with even a moiety of artistic sense 
could say that having "interesting intense vision-
arywork" hung next toa conventional water-<:olor 
orphotD-realist painting "ruins both kinds of work." 
Hang a Stuart Davis next to an Andrew Wyeth and 
both works are ruined? Oearly, your columnist 
needs to disabuse herself of some of these nonsen-
sical pretensions before she can claim to be an 
informed art critic. 
I have mentioned only a few of Millers asser-
tions that cry out for refutation. The SUbject of art 
deserves better treatment. I am interested in read-
ing articles that provoke thought, not groans and 
laughter. Perhaps your paper could provide this if 
you saw fit to publish someone who was more 
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WOODWOIKING SUPPLIES It 
• Dowels from 1/8" to 2" diameter ~. \~_ 
• Furniture Buttons from 1/4" to 1" 
• Pegs, finials, glue dowels in stock 
• Largest assortment of wood turnings 
you've ever seen at factory prices. 
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) FACTORY STORE 
6 Mill St. 
Freeport, Maine 
On the South SIde of the 
Village Center Parklng Area 
865-1713 
• Casco Bay Wukly 
Bill Chicoine, Penney Sibley and Robin Bean (I-r, above) leave their limo at Sables, after riding around for a couple of hours 




CONTINUED from page one 
Stretched cars 
At 7:30 p.m. on a rainy Saturday night, a white '84 
Cadillac stretch limo rolled up to the curb out front of 
Penny Sibley's lower Congress Street apartment. 
Penny ran down the stairs in a tight black dress, 
followed by her boyfriend, Bill Chicoine, in stone-
washed jeans, wing-tipped shoes and a dress shirt 
open to the second button. 
Bill thought they were about to squeeze into his car 
and go out on the town. But at the bottom of the stairs 
the limo glimmered under streetlights in the night 
rain. 
"Here's our ride!" exclaimed Penny. 
A chauffeur held open the rear door. 
Penny and Bill climbed in, followed by four friends: 
Lisa Rojhas and Robin Bean, who work with Penny at 
Wellby's; Lisa's husband, Ron Rojhas; and Brian Berry, 
who works with Bill. 
Inside there were leather seats, a plush black carpet 
and wood and brass trim unlike any showroom car's. 
Bordering the ceiling were small, tear-shaped lights. 
Ron and Brian sat in bucket seats which were back-
to-back with the driver's seat. In between them was a 
polished wood cabinet with glasses on top. A televi-
sion and VCR were inside the cabinet and a tape deck 
and radio hung from the ceiling. A small bar was built 
into one of the walls. 
The car had room for all that stuff because it had 
been sawed in half and more car had been stuck in the 
middle. The part in the middle is called the stretch. It 
usually runs from 48 to 54 inches. 
"I had no clue," Bill said, grinning, as he settled in 
next to Penny. "I've never had anybody do anything 
like this, so its pretty special." 
It wasn't really an occasion, explained Penny: "I just 
wanted to do something special." Bill put his arm 
around her as they nestled together in the plush back 
seat. They looked at each other. They kissed. 
Stretch budgets 
Clay Adams settled into the front seat and pulled 
away from the curb. A part-time chauffeur for Robert 
Richard's Luxury Limousine, he wore black - suit, tie 
and leather racing gloves. 
He didn't know where he was going, but knew this 
group hadn't rented the limo to get from one place to 
anoth~r. "These are night-on-the-towners," he said. 
"They've got the limo for only a couple hours and will 
just cruise around." 
Night-on-the-towners, people just cruising around -
maybe stopping for dinner or drinks or going to a 
prom or some other affair - account for 20-30 percent 
of the people who rent limousines and are a growing 
segment of the market. 
Weddings account for 40-50 percent of the limo 
business, especially in the spring and summer. "A 
wedding is the one day that everything should be 
perfect," said Bobbie Lilley of Lilley's Limousine in 
South Portland. "We don't just open the car door. We 
take the bouquet out of bride's and bridesmaid's 
hands and help them out so they can exit the car in a 
ladylike manner." Bobbie keeps a red carpet in the 
trunk and rolls it out after the service. Two satin hearts 
that say "Just Married" are hooked over the boomer-
ang antenna. 
People who rent limos purely for transportation, 
usually business people, account for 40-50 percent of 
the business. They have traditionally been the bread 
and butter of the business, according to Rick Nelson, 
owner of Robert Richard's Luxury Limousine. His 
limousines frequently drive to Boston to get people to 
Logan Airport, sporting events and shows. 
No matter who is renting or why, it costs $35-$50 an 
hour to rent a limo depending on how new, how long 
and how decked out it is. And owners of local limo _ 
LIlley's LImousine rolls out a red carpet for weddings, and helps the bride Into the car. 
companies agree that the really wealthy people don't 
rent limos - they own them. 
Bobbie Lilley said that her typical client is "more the 
average person. It's not your doctors and lawyers, but 
people that are putting in an 8-hour day." 
... People who are willing stretch their budget so 
they can stretch their legs in the back of a stretch limo. 
Drinking and riding 
Clay drove a couple blocks Congress Street. 
He drove slowly, looking in the mirror now and 
then at his riders, awaiting directions. When none 
came, he asked, "Where can I take you folks?" 
Bill suggested they drive to Old Orchard Beach, and 
the others agreed. Oay turned down St. John Street, 
went over the bridge, and got onto Route 1 heading 
south. 
Everyone was getting accustomed to the custom car, 
designed exclUSively to dazzle. On one hand, they 
were tempted to marvel aloud at the thought that went 
into getting everything in a living room into the back 
seat of a car, tempted to start pushing all the buttons; 
on the other hand they wanted to be cool about it, to fit 
in. 
Looking at the bar at his left, Brian asked if the 
water in the decanters was okay to drink. Clay said it 
probably wasn't, that it was old because no one had 
opted to have the bar stocked for a while. 
"Well, how about us stopping at a store," Bill said, 
and soon Clay was pulling up to a Cumberland Farms 
in Scarborough. When the car stopped in front of the 
store, Bill started to get out the back door. 
"1'1l go in for you," Clay said. 
It was as much a command as an offer. Clay was the 
chauffeur and Bill was the rider and there were rules 
to follow. Chauffeurs don't want riders running in and 
out of stores any more than servers want diners 
running to the service station and pouring themselves 
coffee. For the passenger, it takes some getting used to. 
"Well, sure. A 12-pack of Bud and a pack of New-
ports in a box," Bill said. 
Clay returned with the goods. As the limo was 
pulling back onto Route 1, everyone snapped open a 
can of Bud. All six clinked their cans together and said, 
"Cheers." 
"Anheuser-Busch all the way," said Bill. There were 
glasses at the bar but everyone was content drinking 
from the can. 
Stricter drinking and and driving laws have many 
people thinking twice about boozing while they're 
cruising. And limo owners are drinking it in - empha-
sizing that when you rent a limo you are renting a des-
ignated driver, too. 
When asked whether drinking booze in a limo is 
actually legal, company owners said that whatever 
laws apply to that are gray ones and that they've never 
been called on the carpet for clients drinking in their 
limos. 
But John Martin, director of liquor enforcement in 
Maine, said that someone may be on the carpet soon. 
"By statute, only the driver can't drink," he said. But 
selling bottles of champagne or stocking bars is illegal, 
Martin said, "It's against the law for them to sell 
liquor ... It's totally illegal to have a stocked bar." 
From the back seat, Bill pushed the button to put up 
the dark glass divider behind Clay. The divider, which 
couldn't be seen or heard through, ensured privacy. 
Clay explained that some people just like to talk 
privately, some are partying with stuff you can't pick 
up at Cumberland Farms - and still others find the 
limo romantic and let nature run its course. 
Stretched visibility 
Back in Portland, Clay drove around the Old Port. 
He hadn't been given specific directions to cruise 
there, but he said it was popular with night-on-the-
towners. "High visibility. That's what they love," he 
said. 
The divider came up to find the six arguing about 
watching "Win, Lose or Draw" versus "M* A *S*H*" on 
the small television. 
The limo cruised slowly down Fore Street in the 
Old Port. Heads turned, people tried to see through 
the tinted windows to see if maybe somebody famous 
was inside. Nobody could tell. 
The riders bore the illusion of wealth, an illusion 
that relied on the darkly tinted windows. The people 
on the outside saw the car and assumed that someone 
rich was inside, not someone like themselves. The 
people on the inside enjoyed being in the spotlight, . 
being part of an impressive view unviewed, being part 
of an impressive scene that was unseen. 
A few minutes later Robin, who had just ripped her 
nylons, asked to stop at a drug store to pick up a new 
pair. The three women laughed as they walked into 
laVerdiere'S Super Drug Store. Three teen-aged boys 
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out front asked an onlooker, "Who's in there?" 
Their time in the limo drawing to a close, they 
passed the Wellby's where the three women worked. 
The rear window went down and they hollered 
"whew-whew" oVer the hiss of the tires on the wet 
pavement. They wouldn't do the same in their own 
cars. But being in the limo wasn't just passing by in a 
car, it was an occasion. 
Clay headed to Sables nightclub, their final destina-
tion. The lights were turned down low in the limo. At 
9:15, the limo pulled up to the hotel where the bar is 
located. Everyone thanked Clay, and Bill peeled 
several dollars from a clipped roll as a tip to Clay -
explaining that he knew a tip had been figured in 
Penny's tab but that he wanted to sweeten it. 
Another couple Bud's were snapped open before 
they finally departed. "Ah yes," said Ron, "Lifestyles 
of the rich and anxious." 
More fun than a Ford 
After they went in, Clay surveyed the limo. He saw 
that a few of the beer cans weren't empty and spilled 
them out at the curb. 
Clay had other riders that night and everything had 
to be just right for them, too. Oay, who described 
himself as a "starving college student," said, "It's 
more fun driving this thing than my Ford Escort." 
That fun is what the passengers - most of whom are 
regular people - pay for. For them, the limo stretches 
beyond the four feet of leg room. 1 t is a vehicle for the 
imagination. 
Their role is less rehearsed and more improvised. 
Penny and her friends were not unaffected by the 
atmosphere of the limo, but they imposed their own 
routine on it. They watched television, they had a few 
beers, they listened to music, they hung out with 
friends. Everything that happened in the limousine, 
Penny and her friends could have done in her apart-
ment. 
They were regular people on a Saturday night and 
they did regular things. But they did them in an 
irregular car - and that made all the difference. 
Andy Newman has never had a long car for a short time, but has 
had a short car for a long time. 
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IT'S THAT TIME 
At last! A flat interior wall 
paint that is 
truly scrubbable! 
Super Scrub! 
Stonn Stain Deck Stain and 
Preservative · apply it to new 
wood, previously treated wood, 
pressure treated wood! 
Brush up on your painting with 
California Paint products at 
the Paint Pot. 
1236 Congress Street 
Portland 




We guarantee that you will 
sell your item when you 
place an ad in our 
Classifieds for three straight 
weeks. If the item isn't sold, 
we will run your ad until 
it is sold - for free! 
The CBW Guarantee applies 
only to the WHEELS and 
STUFF FOR SALE categories. 
To continue your ad, you must 
notify us by Monday noon of 
the fourth week. Missing this 
deadline voids the guarantee. 
Ads are limited to 30 words. 
No refunds. This guarantee 
is not applicable to bUSinesses 
which derive regular income 
from the sale of items 
in these categories. 
To place your ad, 
use our convenient form 
on page 17 or contact Mark Kelleher 
at 775-6601. 
Casco Bay Weekly and 
Just Black & Whi~e present 
BLACK 
HITE 
A competition seeking contemporary black and white 
photography about modern life in 
Southern Maine. 
CRITERIA 
The judges will be looking for 
pictures that have something to say. 
Technical quality is important, but 
among equally excellent photo-
graphs the one with the strongest 
message will be chosen. Pictures that 
depict modern life in Southern 
Maine will do better than cliche 
shots of sailboats, lighthouses, barns 
and such. 
JUDGES 
A panel of three judges will 
choose the winners. The judges are: 
Bill Curtsinger, a Portland-based 
freel~nce photogr~pher and regular 
contnbutor to National Geographic 
Magazine; Betsy Evans, founder of 
Portland's only photo gallery, the 
Evans Gallery on Pleasant Street; and 
Rose Marasco, photographer and 
photo instructor at University of 
Southern Maine. The decisions of the 
judges are final. 
ELIGIBILITY 
Anyone may enter except em-
pluyees of Casco Bay Week1y and 
Just Black & White. Professional pho-
tographers may enter "personal 
work" - work which has not been 
made on assignment. 
Photos entered may not have 
been published elsewhere prior to 
this competition and photographers 
m~st b~ able to grant one-time publi-
cation nghts .to Casco Bay WeeI<ly in 
order for theIr entry(s) to be eligible. 
DEADLINE 
Entries must be at Just Black and 
White, 54 York St., by 5 p.m. 
Wednesday, November 1. 
ENTRIES 
Prints may be any size up to 
llx14" but must be mounted on 
l1x14 mat board. No oversized, 
undersized, or framed will be ac-
cepted. 
There is no entry fee, but entrants 
must limit themselves to two entries. 
The entrants name, address and 
phone number as well as the title of 
the work (if any) must appear on the 
BACK of the mounting board. (Any 
identification on the front of the 
board will disqualify the entry.) 
. Photographs not selected may be 
pIcked up at Just Black & White until 
the end of December, 1989. Although 
car:e will be taken with all entries, 
neIther Casco Bay Weekly or Just 
Black & White will be responsible for 
loss or damage of any entry. . 
AWARDS 
Three winners will be chosen. 
~he wi.nning photos will be pub-
lIshed In the November 22 issue of 
C.asco Bay Weekly and will be on 
dIsplay at Just Black & White 
th~o~gh the end of the year. Each 
wmnmg photographer will receive 
$50 in processing from Just Black & 




QUESTIONS? Call Just Black & White at 761·5861 
DEADLINE: Wednesday, November 1. 
by Mike Quinn 
v 
Conquering a fear of flying 
ParaPlanes take off 
In my never ending battle for truth, justice and 
the American recreational craze to blow one's 
socks off, I scored a major victory last week. 
I'm not the only one. This past summer more 
than 200 Portlanders have participated in Para-
Planing, a dynamic and exhilarating aerial pro-
gram for regular people. 
Here's the deal from a soul who's been over 
the mountain top. The Para Plane is essentially a 
powered parachute. Because of its fly-by-day 
technology, the ParaPlane offers everyone the 
true enjoyment of flight through the confidence 
of its proven simplicity and safety. (Nationwide, 
in more than 32,000 ParaPlane flights, there has 
never been a single serious injury.) 
As the world's first flexible wing, aerial rec-
reational vehicle, it allows the average Joe or Jo-
sephine with no aviation experience to achieve 
the thrill and freedom of safe, powered flight 
after one hour of flight instruction. 
The Maine organization that supplies the 
ParaPlanes, conducts the training and super-
vises the solo flights is Fun flying Over Maine, 
Inc.1beir name tells the whole story, and all you 
have to do forproofis talk to any ofthe survivors 
(again, that's 100 percent of the participants). 
Take local thrill seeker John Westberg. Big 
John has braved the travails of such Maine ad-
ventures as sea kayaking, mountain climbing, 
sky diving and saxophone lessons. John wanted 
even more so he recruited a friend from New 
Jersey and went ParaPlaning, Maine style. They 
loved it. 
Everyone does. 1be company's motto if '1f 
you can tie your shoe laces, you can fly a Para-
.Plane." I suspect there is even hope for you folks 
with Velcro sneakers or loafers. Bob, a Maine 
marshall who never met a pair of handcuffs he 
didn't like, was in no way shackled in his flight. 
After waiting more than a week for the proper 
weather conditions, he beamed: "Incredible. It 
was great. The wind pushed me around a couple 
of times but it was under control. What a feeling! 
When can I go up again?" 
A satisfied ParaPlane customer is simply one 
who has flown. The master-minds behind the 
local ParaPlane hype and its positive vibrations 
are Terry Cain and Patrick Mahoney. Thisdaring 
duohas raised flying to truly impressive IeveIsof 
impeccable safety, accessibility and affordabil-
ity. The contagious chemistry of good humor be-
tween Teny and Pat is reminiscent of Laurel and 
Hardy, Siske1 and Ebert, and maybe even Orville 
and Wilbur (big names in the flying biz) as well. 
After an hour of comprehensive classroom 
instruction, it's time to fly on a specially designed 
and approved field . One's flight incorporates a 
thorough pre-flight check, a takeoff, three race-
track laps, two 360 degree manoeuvres, a low. 
pass and a three-point landing. So far, the num-
bers of takeoffs and landings are equal, which is 
good PR to say the least. 
The average flying altitude in the Para Plane' s 
powered parachuteis300feet,and the maximum 
speed is 26 mph. It flies straight and level all by 
itself, maintains constant airspeed and canrot 
spin or stalL Direction changes are accomplished 
by simple movement of the feet, and FM radio 
communication is maintained with yourinstruc-
tor. I hereby testify to the inherent safety and 
simplicity of this flight program. I posses the 
mechanical ability of a shower curtain and I per-
formed like Gregory Peck in "Twelve aOock 
High." Teny Cain, at first wary of my chances, 
said after the flight, "Well, if Mike Quinn can fly 
this baby, anyone can." 
AfascinatingParaPlanephenomenon to watch 
is the pendulum effect. If a gust of wind swings 
the cart out to one side in flight, gravity will 
swing it back into position below the center of the 
wing. The high-tech state-of-the-art nylon fabric 
parachute is a joy to behold and your best friend 
in the air. 
How safe is the airframe that the paraplane 
staff parks your butt into? Your airframe is sus-
pended below the wing bymultiple Dacron lines. 
Built by aerospace-type aluminum aUoys and 
capable of being folded for transport in a car, the 
airframe combines the pilot seat and controls, the 
twin-enginepowerplant,thetwo51-inchcounter-
rotating propellers and the three-wheel steerable 
landing gear. 
Sports fans, this ParaPlane thing is for real 
right here in Maine, seven days a week, weather 
permitting. During the upcoming winta- Para-
Plane enthusiasts need not fret because they will 
be landing with skis instead of wheels. You'd 
have to be crazy not too have this much fun -
legally and safely. I wouldn't steer you wrong, 
ParaPlaning gives you a wonderful feeling, like 
you're Mary Poppins or Superman. 
I came I saw. I conquered my fear of flying. 
You will too. 
Mike Qujn,. turned down QJllISSignmmt with lite Blue 
Angels bo!auIse Ite IrtzIes lite color b1w. 
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Pi1J.a and Steak Sandwiches 
HOURS: 
Lunch 11-4 Dinner 4-10 
Lounge open unti11:00 
RUNO'S 
33 INDIA ST. 
PORTLAND 
773-3530 
Free parking • VISA • MASTERCARD • AMERICAN EXPRESS 
--Stu 
Are you satified 
with the way you 
look and feel? 
Think about it! 
~~'::·i;Z~ 
NEW MEMBERS· GOOD THRU 10114189 
COME IN AND 




170 u.s. ROUTE 1 • FALMOUTH· 781-4502 
Congress Street, POlrllilLlld 
772-3932 
Our jewelry is already half the cost of retall.._ 
But now all Gold and Diamonds are 25% om 
• Stereos • TVs • Musical Instnunents 
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs 
Rifles & Hand Guns On Sale 10 - 30% OFF 
Buy early for hunting season. 
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU 
498 Congress Street, Portland • 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston 
155 Front Street, Bath • 185 Water Street, Augusta 
~~We buy anything worth buying" 
BUY • SELL • TRADE 
All the time 
All new releases 
LP/CS $7.49 CDs $12.99 
Here and Now: 
-Sugar Cubes-
• Streetsinger Stephen 
Baird comes in from the cold 
for a noontime Coffeehouse at 
the USM Campus Center on 
Bedford Street, Portland. 
Baird, who was instrumental 
in legalizing street music in 
Boston, plays 6- and 12-string 
guitar, mandolin, dulcimer, 
autoharp and kazoo. The 
performance is 11:30 a.m.-1:3O 
p.m. and it's free. For more 
information, call 780-4812. 
• The "Gorgeous Film" 
series continues at the Port-
land Museum of Art with 
"Night of the Hunter," the 
Here Today, Tomorrow, Next Week 
-Jethro Tull- Rock Island 
-The Alarm - Change 
-Big Audio Dynamite -
Meg's Top Phoenix 
-Tears lor Fears-I 
The Seeds of Love 
-Eurythmics - We too are One 
10 Exchange St. • Lower Level • Old Po 
only movie that actor Charles 
Laughton ever directed. This 
1955 black-and-white film 
stars Robert Mitchum as a 
psychopathic preacher who is 
determined to hunt down and 
. kill his stepchildren. The 
cinematography of this tale of 
horror is both beautiful and 
surreal. "Night of the Hunter" 
shows at 7 p.m. in the audito-
rium at the PMA. Admission 
is $3.50. 
• What is the role of art in 
education? How does visual 
art help us cope with life and 
relate to the world? These are 
among the questions that will 
be addressed by educators, 
visual artists and politicians 
from all over the 






































See Oct 13. 
TakeOJt 
778-oS60 
Open 6 10 &rn.-10 P.IIL 
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• Newly commissioned 
works by three choreogra-
phers - Liz Lerman and 
Dancers of the Third Age, 
local choreographer Brian 
Crabtree and New York 
choreographer David Dorf-
man - will be performed 
tonight and tomorrow at the 
Portland Performing Arts 
Center, 25A Forest Ave., 
Portland. All three artists 
presented works-in-progress 
at last summer's Maine 
Festival. Liz Lerman's work is 
primarily for "non-dancers" 
and the elderly. Crabtree and 
his dancers will perform a 
piece called "Our Daily 
Bread," about artists who are 
waiting on tables in order to 
survive as artists. David 
Dorfman Dancers perform 
"Elemental Hunch," a piece 
performed at the Maine 
Festival, along with two other 
pieces, "Sleep Story" and 
"Rounding the Bend." 
Showtime is 8 p.m. Tickets are 
$12 at the PP AC box office 
(774-Q(65), Amadeus Music 
and Gallery Music. 
• Pianist George Winston 
is on stage at Portland City 
Hall Auditorium. Showtime is 
8 p.m. and tickets are avail-
able at all Ticketron outlets 
and the Record Exchange. 
• Visual artists, writers, 
musicians and other perform-
ers present a multi-arts event 
"Artists for the Homeless" in 
an effort to focus public 
attention on the increasingly 
more desperate problems of 
the homeless. Tonight's event 
is being held in conjunction 
with the Housing Now Coali-
tion's march and rally in 
Washington, D.C. and there 
will be representatives from 
the Maine Housing Coalition 
to give people information 
about a referendum on the 
Nov. 5 ballot to release $15 
million of emergency funding 
for the homeless. The im-
provisational art, poetry 
reading and musical perform-
ance will be at 10 p.m. in 
Monument Square, Portland. 
• The Tony Rice Unit plays 
a fusion of jazz and bluegrass 
tonight at Raoul's, 865 Forest 
Ave., Portland. Rice's lyrical 
guitar style leads the band -
mandolinist Jimmy Gaudreau, 
Spike Lee Double Feature 
OCT. 4·8 WED.·SAT. 7.9: 15 
SAT.-SUN. MAT 1 
Joe's Bed- Stay Barbershop: 
We Cut Heads 
OCT. 4·8 WED.-SAT. 8.10:15 
SAT.-SUN. MAT 2 
Making "Do the Right Thing" 
ocr. 7·10 SAT.-SUN. MAT 3:15 
SUN.-TUES 7.9 
Back To Ararat 
OCT.H·IS 
David Dorfman 
Dance leaps into 
the present for 
"Current Events" 
performance. 
See Oct. 6. 
Wyatt Rice on 
rhythm guitar and 
Mark Scatz on bass. 
Tickets for the show 
are $8. For more 
information, call 
773-6886. 
• "One Sky, One World," 
an international kite fly for 
peace, takes place locally 10 
a.m.-5 p.rn. at Fort Williams 
Park in Cape Elizabeth. Since 
the first festival in 1986 an 
estimated 100,000 people have 
flown kites to promote world 
peace in East and West Ger-
many, Budapest, China, Italy, 
Australia, Singapore, the 
Soviet Union and the U.S. 
People are invited to bring 
their own kites to fly or to just 
come and watch. "One Sky, 
One World" kites will be 
available at the festival for $2. 
For more information, call 
799-1691 or 871-0035. 
• Cris Williamson and 
Teresa Trull appear together 
in concert at 4 p.m. at the First 
Parish Church, 425 Congress 
St., Portland. The duo's 
musical style combines coun-
try and folk music with a 
more urban flavored soul 
sound. For ticket information, 
call 772-8416. 
• "An Adventure in Chi-
nese Opera, Songs and 
Dances" is the title of a per-
formance by the Chinese 
Youth Goodwill 
Mission, a troupe 


















is 7 p.m. at Cape Elizabeth 
High School. Tickets are $6 for 
adults, $5 for seniors, and $3 
for children ages 5-12 and are 
available at the door. For 
more information, call 774-
3081 or 781-3637. 
• Pianist Bella Davidovich 
joins the Portland Symphony 
Orchestra for a performance 
of Rachmaninoff's "Rhapsody 
on a Theme of Pagnini." 
Davidovich, who has been an 
American citizen since 1984, 
was the first Soviet emigre 
musician to receive an official 
invitation to perform in her 
native country. Other works 
on the program include a 
Tocatta by 'Maine composer 
Walter Piston and the Sinfo-
nietta by the Czech composer 
An Evening of performance to benefit The AIDS Project. 
All Singing, All Dancing, 
All ~oncerned '89 
Saturday, October 14, 8 p.m. 
Portland City Kall Auditorium· Tickets S 1 S 
Join Ihe jazz dance company Casco Boy Moyers; 
singer/songwriter Brenda Moore; 1& B recording ortisl Mary 
Hanson; donee group ne Happy Hoofers; special guesls 
from Soulh America Grupo Fortalna and many olhers for Ihis 
special event. 
Call The AIDS Project at 774-6877 for more infonnation. Tickets 
available at Amadeus Music, Plains Gallery, Magic Garden, Portland 
Wine & Cheese and BlackstOlles in Portland Mac Beans Music and 
Sam the Florist in Brunswick; and all BookIands. 
• Bruce Davidson, whose • Urban Bush Women are 
photography documents not female G.O.P. groupies 
circus people, subway activity who have escaped from New 
and life on New York's East ~ York. They are women and 
100th St, gives a lecture titled they are from New York, but 
"Life of a Photographer" in they are a contemporary 
conjunction with the "Master dance theater that performs 
Photographs" exhibit at works with roots in African, 
the Portland Museum of Caribbean, and African-
Art. The lecture American folklore, religious 
begins at 7:30 p.m. traditions and culture. The 
, and is free and Bush Women are in town for 
open to the the Ram Island Dance series 





• The English Concert con-
ducted by Trevor Pinnock is 
Great Britain's leading period-
instrument chambE!r orches-
tra. Pinnock himself is a 
harpSichordist, who is famous 
for his energetic and expres-
sive performances. Tonight's 
performance includes the 
Orchestral Suite No.3 in D 
Major, the Concerto in D 
Performances are tonight and 
tomorrow at 8 p.rn. and 
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the Port-
land Performing Arts Center, 
25A Forest Ave., Portland. 
Tickets are $11.50/$9. For 
more information, call 773-
2562. 
tion of Maine, which offers 
emergency financial assis-
tance to help kidney patients 
with the cost of dialysis, 
Performances are tonight and 
tomorrow at 8 p.m. and 
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the Port-
land Performing Arts Center, 
2SA Forest Ave., Portland. 
Tickets are $11.50/$9. For 
more information, call 773-
2562. 
• The Maine Audubon 
Society is celebrating autumn 
with cider pressing, and its 
first apple pie contest. Apple 
Cider Day takes place from 10 
a.m.-4 p.m. at Maine Audu-
bon Society'S Gilsland Farm 
Sanctuary ,Falmouth.781-2330. 
Leos minor for two violins, 
Janacek. .. strings and continuo, 
• The fourth annual Com-
edy Cabaret to benefit the 
Kidney Foundation of Maine 
takes place tonight at Keeley 
the Caterers, 178 Warren Ave., 
Portland. The improvisational 
comedy team Abrams and 
Anderson will be joined by 
visual comedian Randy 
Judkins and Maine storyteller 
John McDonald for a perform-
ance at 8 p.m. Tickets are $10, 
available at Recordland, the 
Record Exchange and Greater 
Portland Bookland stores. All 
proceeds from the show will 
benefit the Kidney Founda-
• The AIDS Project's fund-
raising show All Singing All 
Dancing All Concerned '89 
features a wide variety of 
performances at 8 p.m. in 
Portland City Hall Audito-
rium. This year's performers 
include the jazz dance· group 
Casco Bay Movers, songwriter 
Brenda Moore, r&b Singer 
Mary Hanson and South 
American musicians Grupo 
Fortaleza. Tickets are $15 and 
are available through the 
AIDS Project at 774-6877 and 
at Amadeus Music, Plains 
Gallery, Magic Garden, 
Portland Wine & Cheese, 
Blackstones and at Bookland. 
Showtime is and the Harpsichord 
Concerto in A Major by 
7:45 p.m. tonight J S B h d l' M 
and tomorrow at .. ac a~ Hande s. usic 
Portland City Hall for Royal Fireworks. TI.ckets 
A d·t· ·th fr are $9-$25, and are available 
u I onum WI a ee from the Portland Concert As-
.... concert preview to- sociation at 772-8630. 
night at 6:30 p.m. ...,..,......,..---
Tickets are $10-$25. For more 
information, call 773-8191. 
• A delegation of 210 
people from Shinagawa, 
Portland's Japanese sister city, 
are in town. Several events are 
planned for today, including 
Japanese folk dance perform-
ances by 30 dancers from the 
delegation at noon in Monu-
ment Square (weather permit-
ting), and at 1:30 and 3 p.m. in 
the Sonesta Hotel ballroom. A 
Japanese tea ceremony and 
flower arranging demonstra-
tion takes place from 3-5 p.m. 
at the Portland Museum of 
Art, where an exhibit of 
modern Japanese prints is 
currently on the walls. Admis-




Liz Lanna!). David Dorfman 
and Brian "rabtree 




25A Forest Ave. 
Tickets $12 
Call: 774-0465 
Available also at 
Amadeus Music 
l Gallery Music 
BIG SOl.. OS FROM ALL OVER 
1989 MUSIC SERIES PRESENTED BY 
PORTlAND PERFORMING ARTS 
with support from Boise Cascade, 
Sonesta Hote~ and WCLZ 
* MEAN ':'. * PORCINE 
:, [<L porcln(us)=L porc-
::.' s of porcus HOG. PIG+ 
, * CUISINE 
. :... ·inus - ine') 
.. , 
t UNCLE BILLYS 
i SOUIlISIDE 00t-B-~E 
\ . ttZtt&'1ake-out. 
THE DANCE CLUB for DANCERS! 
L ~ i J !i.os 1 ,' .. ' I [ ... " J! _ Hip House Night - House 
• .. ~ J'! •• , •• r House w/Scratchmaster Mr. 
1B+ Discount w/Coliege 1.0. 
"'PI, 'IP.Jd~. ]"'~.i :t!!P!!llA1!I. f.!~('''.PI~''i '-M"'! '!I!lbP!!!ll::t LIVE Music! 
,~: [1]:*'4 .fNI ~ i ft!t:, lid. Club Night - 9-2 p.m. 21+ D.J. Deb 
l3;1i'JNlnM:;:!~ PostModern 16+ D.J. Kris 
t"',HiI ·\.,.('1 ,ill\" Iid.Pr'pgressive Dance Mix 21+ D.J. Bob 
- • - •• KUBZ Lounge Open - No Cover 
before 10 p.m. 
t4 1)\ .. ,,\11' 1[:\ , 'l2_Reque t Night 21-1; D.J. Anne 
• - •• You choose the Hits· No Coverl 
31 FOREST AVENUE, PORTLAND - 773-8187 





Toeuta Tuesday, Oct. 10 
RACHMANINOFF 
Conttrt Preview 6:30 pm 
Rhapsody on a Theme Sptlku T08hi)uki Shimada 
of Paganini 
Wednesday, Oct. II JANAtEK 
Sinfonielta 
Portland City H.II Auditorium 
C Ticket, 7:45 pm 
125,121, $15, $10 
Con<trt Spon"" 
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and neon reign 
"Black Rain," playing at Gen-
eral Cinemas at the Maine Mall, 
is not about the dropping of the 
atomic bomb on Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki and the black rain 
which followed (another "Black 
Rain," which is about the bomb, 
was just shown at the film festi-
val in New York). But the black 
rain of atomic warfare is the 
reason a Japanese crime boss 
wants to punish Michael Douglas 
in this cop thriller which takes 
place in Osaka, Japan. 
If you go to "Black Rain" ex-
pecting a movie abou t any of the 
high-brow ideas the movie at-
temptsinitsdialogue-East-West 
relations, the integrity of police 
work or honorwitha capital "H" 
- you will be disappointed. But if 
"Black Rain" is not brain food, it 
is certainly a feast for the eyes. 
DouglasplaysaNewYorkCity 
cop under investigation for steal-
ing drug money despite a heroic 
service record. Mter making a 
flashy lunch-hour bust of a Japa-
nese mobster, he and his partner 
are assigned to return the pris-
oner to Japan. When the plane 
lands, the prisoner escapes. What 
follows is a manhunt under the 
neon lights of Osaka's ''Times 
Square," through desolate but 
bright underground shopping 
malls and among warring fac-
tions of Japanese mobsters. 
What makes the movie thrill-
ing is Osaka. Even with all its 
lights, it seems more frightening 
than the darkest aUeys of New 
York. Everything is unknown; 
the movie makers seem to have 
scouted the city for the sights 
most likely to confound West-
erners. Places and things that 
resemble the familiar are uncan-
nily foreign and it is impoSSible 
to tell good from bad, right from 
wrong. 
The only thing consistently evil 
is Sa to, the escaped Japanese 
villain who has not only the New 
York and Japanesecopsafter him, 
but his rival Japanese crooks as 
well. This knife-happy Japanese 
sadist is the most menacing and 
ruthless crook to grace the silver 
screen in quite a while. 
Granted, the movie's thrills 
playoff a Westerner's xenopho-
bic nightmares, the fear of being 
in a strange place where every-
thing looks and sounds differ-
ent. But there is one thing the 
Easterners and Westerners have 
in common throughout the 
movie - great leather. 
Ann Sitomer 
The Aby.. is the latest from down 
under, and this time it's not Australia . 
The undersea epic offers great deep-
sea special effects, but the plot is be-
wildering. A submarine, a nuclear 
warhead, a deranged naval officer and 
an alien creature an !i!lure in the story. 
Ed Harris and Mary Elizabeth Mastran-
tonio star. 
Back to Ararat Documentary recounts 
the genocide in Armenia dunng World 
War I through inlefviews with witnesses , 
survivors and descendents. The 0tto-
man Empire executed 650 intellectu-
als, deported hunaeds of thousands 
and murdered 1.5 million Armenians. 
The Turkish government denied that 
the massacre ever happened as late 
as the makinQ of this 1989 movie. 
Batman Michael Keaton is Bruce 
Wayne, fighting against an oppressive 
evil world of Gotham City lorded by the 
Joker (Jack Nicholson). The sets are 
designed by Anton Furst, who designed 
the sets for Stanley Kubrick's 'Full Metal 
Jacket," among other films. The movie 
has a wonderful /001(. Unfortunately, 
the plot and characters fall far short of 
the movie's menacing and profound 
sets. 
Dead Po.t. Soci.ty Peter Weir's 
movie is about a group of schoolboys in 
a shiet New England prep school who 
are inspired by an English teacher 
(Robin Williams) to look beyond the 
ordinary and to live their own dreams 
rather than conform to the expecta-
tions of their parents and schoolmas-
lins. Williams' acting does little to in-
spire, but his character gives the rest of 
the story the impetus it needs to carry 
on without him. Using the haunting and 
mystical images that have become his 
trademarl<, Weir makes the boys' initia-
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...... "" cl ..... nlano 
(19.0:11 V. De Sica 
Oct 5,7 pm 
Smith AucJtorium, S~16 Hall 
11100 Amant 
119491 G. De Santi& 
Oct 12. 7 pm 
Srri1h Auc:itorium. SIlls Hall 
Gender and 
German Cinema 
The ... " .... oIlI.rt ..... .., (1979) Rai ___ F...o;ndor 
Oct 11, 7pm 
Smith AudtOfium. Sil. Hall 
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c .... oyp_ 
Cd 6, 7:30 and 10 pm 
Smith Auditorium. Slis Hall 
_lypeeNow 
Oct 7,7:30 and 10 pm 
Srrith Aucllorium. $lIS HaM 
FI.ld of Dreams Kevin Costner plays 
Ray Kinsella. an ex·hippie Iowa farmer 
who plows down a com field to build a 
baseball diamond prompted by a voice 
that tells him. "If you build it, he will 
come, - an ambiguous enouj;lh phrase 
to take on a "world" of meaning neces· 
sary to this shallow but entertaining 
movie. Shoeless Joe Jackson, a writer 
who has put down the pen, a doctor 
who dreamed of playing in the major 
leagues, and Kinsella and his deceased 
father are all given second chance to 
live their dreams on the baseball field . 
High Hop .. Margaret Thatcher's Eng-
land is satirized in this story of a disillu· 
sioned Marxist, his Philistine sister and 
their aging mother who is slipping into 
senility. Tne mother is locked outof her 
house, which is the last holdout from 
days gone by in her gentrified neigh-
borhood, and is forced to ask her neigh-
bors for help - a gang of viciously 
caricatured aristocrats. 
In Country Bruce Willis stars in this 
moving drama about the lingering psy-
chological scars of the Vietnam War. A 
young girl (Emily lloyd) wants to under· 
stand the war that took her father's life 
and she turns to an uncle (Willis), who 
has had his own troubles adjusting to 
post-war life. 
S.a of Lov. IS not as misty or as dark 
as hoped for. Pacino pfays a drunken 
cop investigating the murder of men 
who have all placed personal ads in the 
paper. He falls for the prime suspect. 
who is played by Barkin. Pacino's per· 
formance is great; his character has 
the depth it takes to sustain the pfOI. 
Barkin's performance, on the other 
hand, is vacant rather than mysterious. 
Still. the movie's more fun than most 
and Tom Waits' "Sea of Love" is worth 
a listen. 
• ex, lie. and videotape The first 
feature film of writer-<iirector Sleven 
Soderbergh has a simpficity that re-
sults from its small casl and narrow 
focus. The four characters - Ann , her 
husband John, her sister Cynthia. and 
John's old college friend Graham -
have one thing on their mind: sex. The 
greatness behind the movie rests not 
only in the film itself, but more so in 
what happens to those who view it after 
they 'Ieave the theater. It encourages 
honest dialogue gently - without big 
issues, gaudy special effects or a cast 
of thousands . 
Point 08 (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Mar-
ket, Portland. 774-5246. 
Billy Dare and Kld.tlff (rock) Geno's, 
13 Brown, Portland. 761·2506. 
Daught.r .Judy (rock) Dry Dock, 84 
Commercial , Portland. 774·3550. 
Ob .... lon (rock) The Manor Lounge, 
700 Main St., S. Portland. 774-6151. 
The Ups.tt.,. (r&b) Spring Point 
Cafe, 175 Pickett St., Portland. 767-
4627. 
Mark & .John (rock) Flannagan's 
Lounge, 144 Main St., Saco. 
Port & Starbird (acoustic) The 
Shawmut Inn, Kennebunkport. 967· 
3931 . 
SUNDAY+ 
Blue. Jam (blues) All afternoon at the 
Tree Cafe. 45 Danforth. Portland. 774· 
1441 and at Geno's , 13 Brown, Port-
land. 761-2506. 
Danl Trlbe.men (reggae) Raoul's, 
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773·6886. 
Hot Cheny Pie and T.... House 
('60s covers) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth. 
Portland. 774·1441 . 
Brian .John.on (acoustic) Squire Mor-
gan's, 46 Market, Portland. 774·5246. 
Shlttona (Motown) T-Birds , 126 N . 
Boyd, Portland. 773-8040. 
No Real N.lghbo,. (rock) Spring 
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St., Portland. 
767·4627. 
Uptown .Jazz with the Halcyon Nights 
(jazz trio) 8 pm, The Top of the East 
Lounge, Sonesta Hotel, 157 High St., 
Portland. 775·5411. 
MONDAY+ 
Southem Maine BI .... Society 
(meeting and jam session) Raoul's. 
865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886 . 
An Innoc.nt Man Tom Selleck plays 
a man convicted of a crime he didn·t 
commit. He does his time, gels paroled 
for good behavior and sets out to find 
the guilty man. 
Comedy Stop at the Top (comedy 
contest) Adrian Walker and local com· . 
edy contest with cash prizes for best 
audience comedians. No cover, 8 pm, 
Top of the East Lounge, Sonesta Ho· I tel, 157 High St. , Portland. 775·5411. 
TUESDAY+ Johnny Handsome Mickey Rourke and his Cheshire-cat grin return to the 
sifver screen. 
Lethal Weapon II Danny Glover and 
Mel Gibson play two cops fighting South 
African drug smugglers. Lots of prod· 
uct placement and politically correct 
asides make up the bulk of this one. 
The movIe starts In the beginning of a 
car chase ; plot is something which 
never seems to cross the producer's 
mind 
The Marriage of Marla Braun is the 
first of German filmmaker Rainer 
Werner Fassbinder's three·part series 
of movies about women in postwar 
Germany. Hanna Schygulla is remark· 
able In the tItle role, as a women who 
will go to any lengths for her the Image 
of her husband although she does littfe 
for the man himself. The explosive 
ending always makes one think twice 
before lighting a cigarette off the stove. 
The Night 01 The Hunter Robert 
Mitchum plays a psychopathic preacher 
who sets out to catch and kill his step-
children in thiS eerie , beautiful and 
surreal movie directed by Charles 
Laughton . Shelly Winters and Lillian 
Gish also star . 
Unci. Buck is John Candy's annual 
summer comedy - this year directed 
by John Hughes. Uncle Buck comes to 
stay and take care of his nephew and 
nieces 
Wh.n Hany Met Sally Meg Ryan 
and Billy Crystal play on·and-off ac· 
qualntances, who challenge the sup· 
pOSition that men and women cannot 
be friends: This isn't a movie that gets 
one thinkIng about the meaning of 
modern relationships, but it is thor· 
oughly enjoyable. The short segments 
of interviews with married couples add 
SPIce to the love story between Crystal 
and Ryan. 
• CLUBS 
The Packag. Gene Hackman plays 
an Army sergeant who is assigned the 
job of delivering a prisoner (Tommy 
Lee Jones) from Germany to stand trial 
in the states. The pri soner turns out to 
be an assassin hired to sabotage the 
signing of a nuclear disarmament treaty 
between the U.S and the Soviet Union . 
The story wanders the middle ground 
between obscure and sophomoric, but 
its real SUbstance is drawn from the 
fear of nuclear annihilation and a lack 
of trust in the people who make the 
decisions which affect the fate of the 
earth . There are too many stereotypes 
and too much preying upon fears to 
make th is anything more than a moder· 
ately entertaining spy flick. 
Parenthood Ron Howard's tale of child 
rearing in middle·class America. Steve 
Martin plays the man With a high pre,· 
sure job, who wants to be superdad. 
While Jason Robards and a cast of 
thousands meander through some 
tasteless humor about family life , pep· 
pered with a few serious and poignant 
moments. 
The Radical. is the dramatic story of 
the Anabaplisl movement In the 1500s. 
also known as the "Radical Reforma-
tion .- The movie recounts the story of 
Michael and Margaretha Sattler, who 
wanted 10 belong to a church not gov· 
erned or protected by the state. AI· 
though Anabaptists (a group that be· 
lieved baptism should be a matter of 
choice) from Germany and Switzer· 
land agreed 10 a united movement 
based upon the Salllers' ideas, the 
Sattfers themselves were tried and 
executed as heretics . 
THURSDAY+ 
Aglt-Pop (rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Dan-
forth, Portland. 774-1441. 
Troop., f rock) Geno's. 13 Brown Port· 
land. 76 1·2506. 
Vince Edwards Band (rock) Moose 
Alley, 46 Market. Portland. 774·5246. 
Obsession (rock) The Manor Lounge, 
700 Main SI., S. Portland. 774·6151 . 
FRIDAY+ 
Navarro. and Brood (rock) Geno's, 
13 Brown. Portland. 761 · 2506. 
Rockin' Jake and the Rollercoas-
t.,. (blues) Raoul's, 865 Forest, Port-
land. 773·6886. 
The Real McCoy. (rock) Tree Cafe , 
45 Danforth . Portland. 774· 1441 . 
Daught.r .Judy (rock) Dry Dock, 84 
Commercial, Portland. 774·3550. 
Point 08 (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Mar· 
keto Portland. 774·5246. 
The Up.ette,. (r&b) Spring Point 
Cafe, 1 75 Pickett St. , Portland. 767· 
4627. 
Ob •••• lon (rock) The Manor Lounge. 
700 Main St. , S. Portland. 774·6151. 
Mark & John (rock) Flannagan's 
Lounge. 144 Main St., Saco. 
Port & Starbird (acoustic) The 
Shawmut Inn. Kennebunkport. 967· 
3931. 
MS Great Maine Bar Chall.nge. 
aka Ugly Bartender Contest Oct 6·31 
at bars all over the state. The Hotline 
for schedule of events is 761 -5815. 
SATURDAY+ 
Tony Ric. Unit (jazz/bluegrass) 
Raoul's. 865 Forest, Portland. 773-
6886. 
Bim Skala Blm and F .... dom 01 
Expre •• ion (ska/reggae) Tree Cafe. 
45 Danforth . Portland. 774·1441 . 
F.arle .. L.ader (rock) Geno's, 13 
Brown, Portland. 761-2500 . 
WEDNESDAY+ 
Red Light R.vu. (r&b) Raoul's, 865 
Forest Ave ., Portland. 773-6886. 
lnapecto,. (rock) T·Birds , 126 N. 
Boyd, Portland. 773-8040. 
DANCING+ 
Zootz, 31 Forest. Portland. Thu : house 
music and new music; Fri : Post Mod· 
ern -all ages ; Sat: latest dance music ; 
Sun: request night; Tue : Hip House · all 
ages. 773·8187. . 
Th. Exchang. Club, 33 Exchange. 
Portland. Open Wed· Sun, untif 3:30 




Stephen Baird (folklblues) 11 :30 am· 
1:30 pm at the Coffeehouse in the 
College Room, USM Portland Campus 
Center. Free and open to the public. 
For more information. call 780-4812. 
FRIDAY+ 
Portland String Quartet (cfassical) 
Concert features guest composer 
Daniel Godfrey and the quartet will 
perform his "String Quarter and pieces 
by Haydn and Ravel. Showtime is 8 pm 
at the Immanuel Baptist Church, 156 
High St., Portland. TIckets are $111$5. 
For more information, call 761 · 1522. 
Clarinetist Thomas Parchman 
and planl.t Laura Kargul (classi· 
cal) Works performed include Grand.. 
Duo Concertant, Opus 48 for darinet 
and piano by Carl Maria von Weber, 
"Phantasiestuck, Opus 73" by Schu· 
mann, Sonata in F minor, Opus 120, 
No.1 by Brahms, Ernesto Cavallini's 
"Adagio and Tarantella" and Poulenc's 
Sonata for Clarinet and Piano. Concert 
is at 8 pm in Corthell Concert Hall, USM 
Gorham. Tickets are $7/$4. For ticket 
reservations, cal l 780·5555. 
MORE+ 
Dcw"'" 5, 1989 1 S 
CINEMA CITY 
Bradleels Plaza - Westbrook 
Exit 8, Maine Turnpike - 854-9116 
To a world of fear 
they introduced 
choice. A crime 
punishable by death. 
Starts Tomorrow! 
October 6 .. 12 
One Week Only 
7:00 and 9:00 daily, 








Church of the Servant 
35 Lafayette SL, Portland 
Pool • Big Cash Prizes 
Every Monday, 7 p.m. - 9-ball, $5 entry fee 
Every Wednesday, 7 p.rn. - 8-ball, $5 entry fee 
Tax-Free Moneyl 
fit Open at 12 noon daily 
fit Full bar 
... 5 top-quality 50¢ pool tables 
... Happy Hour pick-a-price drink specials 
Ticket Info. 773·6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775.2494 
R & B, Motown, 
~,~'oo,,'o, Swing & 
Miscellaneous Musical Jewels 
Available for 
weddings, special events, 
company and private parties. 
Call: 774-4349 or 767-0873 
Fri. Oct. 6 
PORT GARDENS 
Sat. Oct. 7 
WEDDING-BANGOR 
Sat. Oct. 14 
WEDDING- FALMOUTH 
Sun. Oct. 15 
ME INNKEEPERS & REST. 
ASSN. PARTY-ROCKLAND 
Tues. O ct. 17 





week of 10/5/89 
Call in Portland 
Police Chief Chitwood (1 hr.) 
Power & Steele on Theatre 
Reviews of area' productions 
(1/2 hr.) 
In the Gallery 
Maurine & Robert Rothschild 
(1/2 hr.) 
Greater Portland '89 
Funding municipal services 
(1 hr.) . 
Programs premiere Fri. 7 -1Opm, in 
order listed & repeal Sat. , Sun., & 
Mon. 1·4 & 7·10pm and Tues., Wed. , 
& Thurs. gam·noon . 
Cable Channel 16 in Portland, So. 
Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Scarborough 





16 CIISCO Bay Wukly 
--
BUS NESSMAN1S LUNCH 
$3.95andup 
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.· Dally Specials 
SPRING ST. 
Iii Iii w w 
a:: a:: 









One Danforth Street, Portland • 772-0873 
What's fresh, fast, 
convenient, and great 
.• •• . 7 _ __ tasting? 
-~ Give up? 
Everything at 
Ruby's CholCe! 




Perfect •. ~·::~ ... >Ir~A","_r<Y~ 
Just add water! 
Complete Gourmet meals you prepare in 5 minutes! 
We also serve prepared lunch & dinner 
NOW OFFERING A FINE SELECTION OF ITALIAN WINES 
58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146 
Open Every Day Mon. through Sat. 11-8 
Authentic Greek Pizzeria 
Call ahead Jor Jaster seroice 
797-9030 
H 0 USE o F P I Z Z A 
Dine In or 
Take Out 
1373 Washington Avenue Open Daily 
portland 11:00 to 10:00 
by Brenda Chandler 
Nothing to sneeze at 
A passion for .pepper 
One night last week found me scrambling 
across the kitchen floor after a swarm of pepper-
coms.Green, black, red, white, they knew enough 
to scatter for the comers. Down nose to the dust, 
I felt like a predatory Gulliverin a field of Lillipu-
tians. Teeth clenched, hands slappingin the lino-
leum, I went after them. 
The reason for thishurnan drama was, simply, 
my passion for pepper. That day, independently 
and for no particular reason, my husband and a 
friend up from Washington had each chosen to 
give me the gift of pepper. Two bottles of many-
colored peppercorns confronted me on the 
counter. 
Opening one of the bottles, I tried to guide the 
pepper into the square peppenniII. Within sec-
onds I was cursing the design and the designer of 
the mill: it was jamming, spitting out the pepper-
corns, refusing to be filled, and refusing to work 
when I finally did force a few peppercorns down 
its throat. I emptied itto try again. This time, with 
some help from my.husband and a lot of fine-
tuned coaxing it worked. I ground a few grains 
into the palm of my hand to taste. Horrors! 
Allspice! They had added allspice to the mix -
and heavy-handedly at that. To the hardcore 
pepper lover this is sacrilege. So we emptied the 
mill again and I spent the next half hour picking 
through peppercorns fistful by small fistful. But 
all ittookwas a clumsy elbow to the bowl and my 
hard-won peppercorns wentpingingscattershot 
across the floor. I went down after them. 
This is obsession. 
Where does it corne from, this addiction to 
pepper? ISitgenetic?There'sevidenceenough in 
my family. Not one of us will admit a common 
pepper shaker past the front door. No insipid 
pre-ground grains for us. We have, instead, 
pepper grinders and pepper mills and pepper-
corns of all kinds to put in them. For Christmas 
one year my brother's daughters gave him a 
three-foot peppermill, kingly as a scepter. My 
mother has a two-inch version she keeps in its 
own leather case in her purse. Heaven forfend 
she should be caught without the means for 
fresh-ground. And my sisters are just as avid. 
Time was, a passion for pepper was an ac-
knowledged public attribute, not something a 
little odd and best kept to oneself. Time was, 
anybody would have scrambled across the floor 
after those peppercorns. In the early days of its 
use, pepper was hard to come by in Europe and 
was dear enough to become a medium of ex-
change, like gold or silver. Native to India, it 
made its way to Europe either overland by camel 
route or by sea through various middlemen and 
merchant princes. The ways were hazardous, 
ships were lost, the prices exorbitant. 
Among the Greeks, pepper was thought to 
have medicinal properties. Hippocrates used it, 
mixed with vinegar and honey, for "feminine 
disorders." And Theophrastos proclaimed pep-
per as an antidote to hemlock. It also worked, he 
thought, to revive victims of suffocation. 
Early Rome had a taste for pepper. (Some 
theorize tha t lead poisoning from pipes and pots 
and face powder deadened taste and appetite-
among other things - and pushed Rome into its 
craving for strong flavors.) The Roman epicure 
Apicius scattered it lavishly throughout his reci-
pes as his spice of choice. At one point the cost of 
pepper soared close to $500 per Roman pound 
(12 oz.). When the barbarianhordescamepound-
ing at the gates, nothing would placate them but 
land, titles and 3,000 pounds of pepper. 
Although pepper fell out of fashion for a few 
centuries, it came back into its own with the 
Crusaders. Accordingto Reay Tannahill's "Food 
in History," "the phrase 'peppercorn rent' is 
sometimes used to describe a nominal sum, but 
in late medieval times there wasnothingnominal 
about it. A pound of pepper was the barter 
equivalent of two or three weeks' labor on the 
land." 
Small wonder, then, that Columbus went 
looking for an easier (and therefore cheaper) 
route to pepper. Had he found it it would have 
made his fortune and that of his Queen. He found 
the New World instead, where he confused 
everyone by calling a hot plant he found there 
"pepper." Wishful thinking, maybe. 
Why all this hoopla? Well, pepper goes with 
just about any food you can name. It's even been 
added to the special Spanish brew of hot choco-
late. The Chinese haveuseda mild form of pepper, 
{agara, ·to season their tea. Some recommend a 
dash of it on melons and such. It adds heartiness 
to bland, starchy foods, the kinds that sustain 
nations. Like a good basso continuo, it perks things 
up without overwhelming. 
Although black is the color we know, other 
forms of'pepper play their part. Black is only the 
color the berry comes to when picked full-sized 
but unripe and left to ferment and dry in the sun. 
The consensus seems to be that Tellicherry black 
from Malabar, India, is the one to go for. White 
can be either the ripe or the unripe berry buffed 
of its skin, often by being left to sit in sacks in a 
stream for a few weeks. Indonesia gets the nod 
for its Muntok white, which is mild in flavor, as 
are most whites. Green is the unripe berry freeze-
dried or preserved in brine. The green pepper-
corn from Malabar is wonderfully aromatic, 
almost a whole bouquet in itself (but then I'm a 
sucker for green pepper). And red, French red or 
pink, is the berry fully ripe. A surprise: sudden, 
rich, sweet, it's like a full chord played staccato 
on the tongue. All of these are available as a mix 
at most special ty food stores, and a quick grind of 
these over something unusual like an egg can 
work wonders. 
Pepper is commonplace in our world. We see 
its gray-and black granules sitting in industrial 
glass shakers, one to a table in diners all across 
America. Europe swears by it. My African cook-
book calls for it. It's much in favor in India and 
Szechuan. But, despite the fact that it's become 
the stuff of daily life and its price no longer rivals 
gold, as Columbus could have pointed out pep-
per is history. 
Brenda Chandler is still sneezing. 
MORE 
CONCERTS 
Devons.qus .. (folk) 8:30 pm, Kresge 
Auditorium,. B?wdoln College, Brun· 
SWI~k. ~Isslon is $5 for the public, 
available In the Events Office in the 
Moulton Union. 
G_".. Wln.ton (new age) 8 pm, 
Portland City Hall Audltonum. Tickets 
are available at Record Exchange in 
Portland. 
SUNDAY+ 
Cri. Williamson .nd T ..... Tnlil 
(country/folk) 4 pm in the First Parish 
Church, 425 Congress. Portland. TIck-
ets are$15 in advance, $17 allhe door 
available at Amadeus Music, the Whole 
Grocer and Mac8eans Music in Brun-
SWick. 
TUESDAY+ 
PI.nl.t BrI.n Franck (classical) 
Sonata in F-sharp, Op. 184 by Joseph 
Rheinberger is on the program at 12:30 
pm In the Olin Arts Center Concert Hall 
Bates College, Lewiston. FreeandopeO 
to the public. 
Portl.nd Symphony OrcIM.tr. 
(classical) Pianist Bella Davidovich joins 
the PSO for a performance of Rach· 
maninoff's Rhapsody on a Theme of 
Pagnlnl. Also on the program is Maine 
composer Walter Piston's Toccata and 
Janacek'sSinfoniella. Showtimeis 7:45 
pm in Portland City Hall Auditorium. 
TIckets are $1 (}.$25. For more infor· 
mation, call 773-a191. 
WEDNESDAY+ 
Portl.nd Symphony Orch_tr. 
(classical) Pianist8ella Davidovich joins 
the PSO for a performance of Rach· 
maninoff's Rhapsody on a Theme of 
PagninL Also on the program is Maine 
composer Walter Piston's Toccata and 
Janacek'sSinfoniella. Showtime is 7:45 
pm In Portland City Hall Auditorium. 
TIckets are $1 (}.$25. For more infor-
mation, call 773-a 191. 
G ... n. FI .. (folk/multi-media) Dakota 
Sid Clifford and environmental activist 
Roger Featherstone present a road 
show. to increase public awareness of 
Amenca's endangered wilde mess at8 
pm in Ch/ilse Hall Loullge, Bates Col-
lege, LeWiston. AdmiSSion is $1. 
UPCOMING+ 
The Engll.h Cone.rt with T .. vor 
Pinnock (classical) Bach's Orches· 
tral Suite NO. 3 in D Major; Concerto in 
D Minor for two violins, strings and 
conbnuo and the Harpsichord Con· 
certo in A Major; and Handel's Music 
for Royal Fireworks Oct 12, 7:30 pm at 
Portland City Hall Auditorium. Tickets 
are $9-$25, and are available for the 
Portland Concert Association at 772-
8630. 
The White Whore and u.. Bit Play.r 
Play by Tom Eyen is a dialogue be· 
tween the image of an actress con-
structed by Holrywood and the woman 
she Imagines herself to be Oct 5-8 
7:30 pm at Zootz, 31 Forest Ave.: 
Portland. TICkets are $6 in advance $ 7 
at the door. Call the Center for Per· 
formance Studies at 774·2776 for res· 
ervations. 
A Funny Thing Happ.-.r on tIM 
W.y to tIM FOnlm Steven Sond-
heim's musical through Oct 23 at the 
Ogunquit Square Theater in Ogunquit 
Showtlme IS 8 pm. For more informa· 
tion, call 646·5151. 
A Coupla of Whit. Chicks SItting 
Around T.lklng Comedy presented 
by the Boothbay Summer Theater 
Boothbay Harbor. Performances are 
Fri-Sat at 8 pm through Oct 8. Tickets 
are $11.5(}.$15. For more information 
call 633-6186. ' 
B.,,'oot In the Park by Neil Simon 
performed by the Embassy Players 
through Oct 8 at the Schoolhouse Arts 
Center, Rts. 35 and 114, Sebago Lake. 
Performances are Thu·Sat at 8 pm 
Sun at 2. TIckets are $101$6. For more 
information, call 642·3743. 
Working Broadway musical based on 
the book by Studs T erkel Oct 6 8 pm at 
Lewiston Junior High SchooL'Tickets 
are $151$13, available at LA Arts 36 
OakS!., LewistonandtheAubumS'hop 
'n Save. For more information, call LA 
Arts at 782-7228. 
R .. dlng of Art.topluln •• ' "Ly.ls-
trat." Oct 7, 7 pm at Luther Bonney 
Auditorium, USM Portland. Free and 
open to the public. For more informa-
tion, call 780-4330. 
C-,ctl.n St.ven Wright, political 
sabnst Barry Cnmmons, singer/song· 
wnter Kate Taylor and Johnny C and 
the Blues Barracudas present a benelit 
performance for the Clamshell Alliance 
Oct 7, 7:30 pm at the Music Hall in 
Portsmouth, N.H. All seats are reserved 
and are available at the Music Hall box 
office, or by phone in Maine at 775· 
3331. 
An Adv.ntu .. In Chine •• Opera 
Chinese Youth Goodwill Mission which 
present a variety ot otterings from the 
Chinese cultural heritage: opera, 
dances, songs, palnbng and Hakku· 
costume Oct9, 7 pm at Cape Elizabeth 
High School. TIckets are $6 for adults 
$5 for seniors, $3 for children ages 5: 
12. Tickets are available at the door 
For more information, call 774·3081 0; 
781-3637. 
eom.dy Cab ... t with the improvisa-
tional comedy team Abrams and An· 
derson, Visual comedian Randy Judkins 
and Maine storyteller John McDonald 
Oct 13, 8 pm at Keeley the Caterers, 
178 Warren Ave., Portland. All pro· 
ceeds from the show will benefit the 
Kidney Foundation of Maine. Tickets 
are $10, available at Recordland the 
Record Exchange and Greater Port· 
land Bookland stores. For more infor· 
mation, call 772·7270. 
TIM Night of th.lgusna by Tennes· 
see Williams presented by USM's 
Russell Square Theatre Oct 13·22 at 
Russell Hall on the Gorham campus. 
Perfonnances are Thu-Sat at 8 pm 
Sun at 5 pm. TIckets are $6 for tmi 
public, $5 for seniors, and $3 for stu· 
dents. For more information call 780· 
5483. ' 
D.rk T.I_ Halloween theatrical pres-
entation. by Leland Faulkner's Ught 
Theatre Includes mime, magic, dance, 
fire, Juggling, shadow play, special ef· 
fects, drama, scary stories, ghosts and 
dark humor. Performances are Oct 13· 
14,8 pm at the Celebration Barn Thea· 
ter, Stockfarm Road, S. Paris. Tickets 
are $5, ~vailable atlhe door. For more 
Informabon, call 743-8452. 
TIM Mound Bull... Masque and 
Gown production Oct 13-14, 8:30 pm 
at PiCkard Theater, Bowdoin College 
Brunswick. Admission is $2.50. For 
more information, call 725-3151. 
S TA G E Cont.mporary P.rformanc. Art IH ~ree choreographers - LIZ Lerman, 
Brian Crabtree and David Dorfman -
Squ.t. Local playwright Martin Jones' 
play about homelessness in Maine is 
perfonned by the Mad Horse Theatre 
Company through Oct 22. Perform· 
ances are Thu-Satat8 pm, Sun at7 pm 
at the company's new theater at 955 
ForestAve., Portland. TIcketsare$10-
$14. For more information call 797-
3338. ' 
FolII_ Musical about the end of the 
vaudeville era performed by the Pwt-
land LXric Theater through Oct 15 at 
the Lync Theatre, 176 Sawyer St, S. 
Portland. Performances are Fri·Sat at 
8 pm, Sun at 2:30 pm. Senior Citizen's 
Night Sep 28, 7:30 pm. For more infor· 
mation, call 799-1421 or 799-6509 
Utti. Shop 0' Horrors Portl<ind 
Players' production through Oct 14 at 
420 COllage Rd., S. Portland. Perform· 
ances.are Fri.Satat8rm,Sunat7. For 
bdletlnformation, cal 799-7337. 
Our Town by Thornton Wilder This 
past. summer's Theater Project pro. 
ducbon IS being revived through Oct 8 
at 14 School St, Brunswick. Perform· 
ances are Fri-Sat at 8 pm, Sat-Sun 
mats at 2. For reservations call 728-
8584. ' 
who presented pieces at the Maine 
Festival, perform Oct 6-7 8 pm at the 
Portland Performing Arts'Center, 25A 
Forest Ave., Portland. Tickets are $12 
at the PPAC box office (774-0465), 
Amadeus MUSIC and Gallery Music. 
M.ln.ly D.ne. Boogi. B •• h 
Monthly smoke-and alcohol-free dance 
featunng an eclectic mix of music Oct 
6, 9 pm-12 am at the Ram Island Stu· 
dlO, Portland Performing Arts Center 
25 A ForestAve., Portland. All ages an'; 
~elcome. Admission is $3. For more 
Information, call 871-0509. 
Contradsne. Yankee Exchange per-
forms on hammered dulcimer, fiddle 
and gUitar for contradancing led by 
caller Paul KrakauskeOct6, 8:30 pm in 
Chase Hall Lounge, Bates College Le-
wiston. Admission is $4. ' 
Contrad.ne. Fundraiserforthe North 
American Bioregional Congress Oct 8, 
7.30 pm at the YMCA Camp in 
Winthrop, just west of Augusta. The 
steering committee of next year's 
Congress will be in Winthrop all week-
end lor a planning meeting. Music for 
the dance is by Kevin McElror & 
Fnends. For more information, cal the 
Gulf of Maine Bookstore at 729-5083. 
J .... ne •• Folk Dane. Performances 
by 30 dan~~s from the Shinagawa 
deieQabon Vlslbng Portland in honor of 
the fifth anniversary of the Portland· 
Shlnagawa Sister City relationship. Per-
formances are Oct tt, 12 noon in 
Monument Square (weather permit· 
bng), 1:30 and 3 pm in the Sonesta 
Hotel Ballroom. Admission is free. 
Urban Bush Women Ram Island 
opens its "Dance Around Town' series 
with a performance of contemporary 
dance theater worl<s with roots In Afri-
can, Caribbean, and African·American 
folklore, religious traditions and culture 
Oct la-14 at8 pm and OctlS at2 pm 
atthe Portland Performing Arts Center 
25A Forest Ave., Portland. TIckets are 
$11.501$9. For more information call 
773·2562. ' 
Contradsne. with Shenanigans Oct 
14,8:30 pm at Newbegin Gym in Gray 
(behind Gray News). Beginners and 
singles are ~elcome. All dances tau\jht 
AdmiSSion IS $4. For more informabon 
call 428-3986. ' 
GALA 
USS Kennedy 
tickets on sale 
The USS John F. Kennedy, 
which visited Portland in 1987, 
will be open to the public again 
on Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 14 
and 15. Advance tickets for the 
visit are $1.50 at Greater Port-
land Shop 'n Save stores, limited 
to two per person. If there is room 
on the ferries, stand-bys will be 
taken out from the Casco Bay 
Lines ferry terminal on Commer-
cial Street. Because the tour in-
volves climbing ladders and 
walking more than two miles, 
young children are discouraged 
from visiting. 
CROW M.gazlne B.nent Poetry 
reading and dance party to benefit the 
Seacoast arts magazine Oct 5 8 pm at 
The Stone Church in Newmarket, N.H. 
Music by Ghandi's Lunchbox, Funeral 
Party and The Rex Havoc Army. Ad· 
mission is $3 at the door. 
N.lghborhood Fl.. M.rk.t to 
benefillhe Child Care Project Oct 7, 10 
am·2 pm at the People's Building, 155 
Brackell St, Portland. Tables to rent 
are $5; must pre-register. For more in· 
formation, call Suzanne or Dorothy at 
Portland West Neighborhood Planning 
Council at 775-0105. 
One Sky One World International kite 
fly f<?r peace Oct 8, 10 am·5 pm at Fort 
Williams Park, Cape Elizabeth. The 
fourth annual festival will include par-
ticipants in East and West Germany 
Budapest, China, Italy, Australia Sin: 
gapore, the Soviet Union and the U.S. 
Pe.ople are invited to bring kites to fly or 
to Just come and watch. One Sky One 
World kites will be available at the fes-
tival for $2. For more information call 
799·1691 or 871-0035. ' ' 
J.p.ne.. Traditions Celebration 
held in conjunction with the exhibit of 
modem Japanese prints Oct It at the 
Portland Museum of Art, Congress 
Square, Portland. Japanese flower 
arranging demonstration from 11 am' 
tea ceremony at3 pm. For more infor: 
matlon, call 775-6148. 
Junior L.a",. of Portl.nd A~ 
nu.1 Fa.hlon Show features fall 
and winter collections from prominent 
New York designers Oct 12, 7 pm at 
One City Center, Portland. TIckets are 
$15 at the door and proceeds wi II be 
returned to the community through the 
JUnior League's Community Trust 
Fund. For more information call 871· 
7790. ' 
C.rF ... Auto show Oct 13-15 atlhe 
Cumberland Fairgrounds to benefit the 
Portland Symphony Orchestra. Week-
end begins with a preview party Oct 13 
6.:30·.9:30 pm in the clubhouse. Admis: 
slon IS $25 per person. Reservations 
can be made by Oct 9 by calling 767-
4542. Show Will be open to the public 
Oct 14-15, 10 am-4 pm. Admission is 
$4 for adults, $1 for children under 12. 
For more information, call at 767·4542 
or 77a-8191. . 
Appl. Cider D.y Actlvltl .. for all 
ages Oct 14, 10 am-4 pm at Maine 
Audubon SOCiety'S Gilsland Farm 
Sanctuary in Freeport. Cider pressing 
puppet shows and the first apple PKI 
contest Free and open to the public. 
For more information, call 781·2330. 
MORE+ 
October 5,1989 
Open 7 days a week 
Lunch and Dinner 
17 
Lower Falls Landing, Yannouth, Maine 207-846-1226 
• Luncheon Specials Every D.ay! 
Fri. & Sat. 
Oct. 6-7 
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THE RED LIGHT REVUE 
HAPPY HOUR 
4-6 MON.-FRI 
on the waterfront 
in the Old Port 
84 Commercial Street 
Portland, ME • 774-3550 






with special guest 
TOY CALDWELL 
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'8 C4Sco Bay Weekly 
THE 
Dickens and Snow Villages ENUIl'y 
Open daily until 6 SHOP 
Thursday and Friday until 9 




Fabulous Food • Marqaritas 
from south of the border from out (if this world 
OPEN 7 DAYS 4 PM - Happy Hour Mon. to Frl. 
242 St. John St., Union Sta. Portland 874-6444 
~'TIo juan's COHCORD'IUi . ~; Margarita's OROHO. "" 
THE RED LIGHT REVUE 
oetA Raoul's Dance Party Oct.28 Eve. Party Marrict 
Oct. 6 Private Party, Andover, MA Oct. 29 fWloween Party, Private 
Oct. 7 Lake Sunapee, NH, Private Party Oct. 31 Ea5lern Slqx: Inn 
Oct. 11 Raoul's Dance Party fWloween Party No. ConW2y 
Oct.13-14 Dry Dock Nov, 2 Raoul's Dana: Party 
Oct. 14 Alt., Bethel Inn, Private Party Nov,3-4).R. Ranagan'~ Saco 
18 Ra u1' Dan Party Nov, 9 Raoul's Dance Party 
Oct. 0 s ce Nov, IG-1I EI Mirad<x Rest., P(Jliand Oct. 21 Be!hellnn 
Oct. 25 Raoul's Dance Party Nov, 16 Raool's Dance Party 
Oct. 26 The Qub, Poosmooih, NH Nov,l7·18 Fast Track Qub, Scarlxxo Downs 
Eve Wednesday Night is Ladies Night .at Raoul's with the Red LIght Revue -
ry Ladies AdmItted Free! . 
Now booking weddings and corporate parties for fall & winter, 




146 Occan St., South Portland 
Tel. 799-SAVE 
Used & Out-or-Print Books 
We buy hooks, too. 
Tue. to Fri. 11-5, Sat. 12-4 
Other times by chance .. . 
Stop in for a few minutes, or 
browse for hours. Enjoy! 
CARGO BAY 
SURPLUS & MIUTARY CLOTHING 





Now in Stock! 
. Many new and un~~ual 
styles. Excellent sizes. Visit 
our expanded Cargo Bay Room 
Now at 
SHIPWRECK & CARGO 
Moulton St., Portland • 775-3057 




Ba •• 1NI1I Card Super Show Oct 14, 
10am-8pmattheAugustaCivicCenter. 
100 dealers from New England and 
Canada. Bob Feller and Jody Reed of 
the Red Sox wilt be present. Por1ion of 
the proceeds a~d raffle tickets for a 
chance to have dinner with Feller to 
benefit the Big Brothers/Big Sisters. 
Admission is $2. For more infolTflation. 
call 453-6394. 
Fa.hlon Show to benefit the Victoria 
Society of Maine Oct 17, 5 pm at the 
Sonesta Hotel, Portland. Fashions are 
provided by Fashioniqueof Portsmouth. 
Social hour is at 5 pm, followed by 
dinner. Show begins at 7:00 pm. Tick-
ets for both show and dinner are $25. 
Reservations must be received by Oct 
·11 . For more information, call Con-




Bat •• ColI.ge Mus.um of Art, 
Olin Arts Center, Lewiston. 'Prints from 
Vinalhaven Press: The First Five 
Years ' an exhibition of 50 works of 
internationally known artists produced 
between 1984 and 1989 at this master 
print shop located on Maine's Vinal -
haven Island Oct 5-Nov 26. OpenIng 
reception Oct 5, 7-9 pm. Hours: Tue-
Sat 10 am-4 pm, Sun 1-5 pm. 786-
6158. 
Bamdo" GaIl.rI •• , 26 FreeSt., Port-
land. New work by Alan Bray and 
Theodore Murphy Oct 6--'31. Opemng 
reception Oct 6, 5-7 fm . Atso at the 
gallery, a selection 0 19th and ea~y 
20th century art. Hours: Mon-Fn 10 
am-5 pm; Sat 12-4 pm. 772-5011 . 
Pine T .... Shop .nd Bayvl.w G.I· 
I.ry. 75 Market St.. Portland. Paint-
ings by tocal artist Tina Ingraham Oct 
5-28. Exhibit includes por1raJts In OIls 
and pastels , Monhegan Island senes 
on oils and a selection of watercolors. 
Opening reception Oct 1" 6-8 pm. 
773-3007. 
Bowdoin CoII.ge Mus.um of Art, 
Brunswick. Open house and exhibition 
preview for the exhibits 'A Romance of 
Realism: The Art of J.B. Carpeaux' 
and '0 Say Can You See: American 
Photography, 1839-1939'Oct 12, 8-1.0 
pm in the Walker Art BUIldIng, BowdOIn 
College, Brunswick. For more informa-
tion, call 725-3275. 
C .... nhul G.II.rI_, 146 Middle St., 
Portland. Original drawings coltages 
and prints by BrunSWIck artist Pey.ton 
Higgison Oct 13-Nov 3. OpenIng re-
ception Oct 13, 5-7 pm. Hours : Men-
Sat 10:00 am-5:00 pm. 772-2693. 
AROUND TOWN+ 
Portland M .... um of Art Seven Con-
gress Square, Portland. Hours: Tue-
Sat, 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday 
evenings, 5-9. Perspec~ves : Celeste 
Roberge (through Oct 8); Watercolors 
by American Masters (through Oct 15); 
Japanese Prints, landscapes. figures 
and abstract images (through Nov 12). 
Master Photographs and Facesof Pho-
tographers IOct 5-Dec 3). 775-6148. 
Ab.cus Ga I.ry, 44 Exchange, Port-
land. Changing exhibitions offine handi-
crafts. Hours: Mon-Wed 10 am-6 pm, 
Thu-Sat 10 am-9 pm, Sun 12-5 pm. 
772-4880. 
Art G.II.ry.1 Six Deering Stre:et, 
Portland. New work by Amencan Im-
pressionist Gerald Merfeld through Oct 
28. Hours: Tue-Sat 11 am-5 pm (first 
two weeks of the month); thereafter by 
chance or appointment. 772-9605. 
Congre •• Square G.II.ry, 594 Con-
gress St.. Portland. New work on can-
vas and wood by Philip Barter through 
Oct 30. 774-33tl9. 
D •• n VeI.ntp. Call.ry, 60 Hamp-
shire St. , Portland. 'Duty, Pleasure and 
Nature: new work by Greg Parker 
through Oct 15. Hours: Thu 5-9 pm, 
Sat-Sun 12-5 pm. 772-2042. 
EI Mirador, 50 Wharf Sl, Portland . 
Salazar's Mexico works on paper are 
on the walls. Sales will benefit Danfo.rth 
Street Gallery, a non-profit alternative 
art space at 34 Danforth St. For more 
information, call 775-6245. 
Ev._ G.II.ry. 7 Pleasant St., Port-
land. Eliot Porter's portfolIOS "Trees" 
and "Certain Passages" are on exhIbIt 
through Oct 7. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-
6 pm (Thu until 9). 879-0042. 
.Jo.n Whllney P.y.on C.llery of 
Art Westbrook College, 716 Stevens 
Ave: , Portland. Mixed media works by 
Judith Nelson through Oct 29. Hours: 
Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm (Thu until 9). Sat-
Sun 1-5 pm. 797-9546. 
Portl.nd Public L1br.ry, Monument 
Square, Portland. 'Non-Silver Photog-
raphy: Contempor8l)l Examples of 
Historic Printmaking Processes: an 
exhibit of works by six artists through 
Oct 31. Hours: Mon, Wed and Fri 9 am-
6 pm, Tue and Thu 12-9 pm and Sat 9 
am-5 pm. 871-1700. 
M.lne Potte ... M.rk.l, 376 Fore 
St., Portland. Judaic ceremonial ob-
jects by Susan Horowitz and Toby 
Rosenberg through Oct 11 . Hours:dally 
10 am-6 pm. 774-1633. 
M.lne Medic.1 C.nl.r C.f., Port-
land. Paintings by Thomas Connolly 
through Oct 21. Hours: Mon-Fn 7:00 
am-4:30 pm, Sat 8-11 am. 
Portland School of Art, Baxter Gal-
lery, 619 Congress St., Portland. Stu-
dentShowthroughOct 14. Hours: Mon-
Fri 10 am-5 pm (Thu untit 7 pm), Sun 
11-4 pm. 775-5152. 
Right B.nq... Caf., 225 Federal, 
Portland. Works by Peter Herley 
through mid-October. 774-0074. 
St.ln Callery, 20 Milk St., Portland. 
New and experimental worl<s by gal-
lery artists through Nov 25. 772-9072. 
USM AREA Gallery, Portland Campus 
Center. "Southern Exposure: exhibit 
of textiles, wood carvings. ceramic 
vessels and figures from Guatemala, 
Ecuador, Mexico, BrazilandotherLatin 
American countries through Oct 27. 
Hours: Mon-Sat 10am-l0 pm, Sun 12-
5 pm. 780-4090. Gorham Art Gallery 
"Prints' includes work from the collec-
tion of Maurine and Robert Rothchild, 
prints published by USM, and works 
printed by Thomas Black and RIchard 
Wilson through Oct 19. Hours: Sun-
Thu 12-4 pm. 780-5409. 
OUT OF TOWN+ 
Bowdoin CoII.g. Mus.um of Art , 
Brunswick. Images of Women in 17th 
Century Prints and Drawings (through 
Nov 15); 0 Say Can You See: Ameri-
can Photographs, 1839-1939 (Oct 13-
Dec 10); A Romance WIth Realism : 
The Art of JEan-Baptiste Carpeaux 
(Oct 13-Dec 10). Hours: Tue-Sat 10 
am-8pm, Sun 2-5 pm. 725-3275. 
EI.m.nt. Gall.ry. 56 MalneSt., Brun-
swick. Ceramic sculptures by Sharon 
Townshend and tapestry rugs by Mor-
ris David Dorenfeld are on exhIbIt 
through Nov 3. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-
6 pm Sun 2-5 pm. 729-1108. 
Hob. ' Sound Gall.ry North, 58 
Maine St., Brunswick. 'Landscapes of 
New England" by Barbara J. Sissman 
through Oct 21 . Hours: Mon-Sat 10:30 
am-5 pm. 725-4191 . 
M.lne Audubon Socl.ly, 118 U.S. 
Rt. 1. Falmouth. Natural history draw-
ings and paintings by Barry W. Van 
Dusen through Oct 29. Hours: Mon-
Sat 9 am-5 pm, Sun 12-5 pm. 781-
2330. 
O'Farrell C.II.ry.46 MaineSt., Brun-
swick. New paintings by Ruthanne 
Harrison through Oct 28. 729-8228. 
Thoma. Memorial Library, Scott 
Dyer Rd., Cape Elizabeth. Photchemic 
paintings by L. Murray JamIson through 
Oct 14. Hours : Mon, Wed, Fri-Sat 9 
am-5 pm, Tue, Thu 9 am-9 pm. 799-
1720. 
Marbling .nd P •• t. Pape ... Work-
shop on decorating papers Oct 7, 10 
am-3 pm at the Center for Native Art. 
Rt. 1, Woolwich. For more information, 
call 442-8399. 
L1v. Art 1_1.1I.llon of lhe Sen ••• 
by Haven Washburn Andrews III Ras-
Cui. Free spinach nutburgers and three 
bands Oct 9, 7 pm at the Tree Cafe, 45 
Danforth St.. Porttand. TIckets are $5 
at the door. For more information, call 
774-1441 . 
GI.n Gr.ft ..... n, abstract painter 
working in New York, gives a slide 
lecture on his recent works Oct 10, 7 
pm in Beam Ctassroom, Visual Arts 
Center, Bowdoin College,. Brunswick. 
Free and open to the public. For more 
information, call 725-3151. 
L1f. of • Pholographer Photogra· 
pher Bruce Davidson whoseworkdoc::u-
ments circus people, subway actIvIty 
and life on New York's East 100th St., 
speaks Oct 12, 7:30 pm at the Portland 
Museum of Art. Congress Square.Free 
and open to the public. For more Infor-
mation, call 775-6148. 
A Romanc • . with R .. II ..... : Th. 
Art of .J.B. Carp .. ux Slide lecture 
in coniunction with the exhibit given by 
John . .1. Hunisak Oct 12, 7:30 pm In 
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center. 
Bowdoin College. Brunswick. Free and 
open to the public. For more informa-
tion. call 725-3151. 
Art of the Str.nge, Unu.ual .nd 
Occult is the subject of Weird and 
Wonderful Art show Oct 2O-Nov 4 at 
The Center for The Arts, 804 Washing-
ton . Bath. Entries in any medium for 
this juried exhibit will be accepted Oct 
10. 10 am-4 pm . A maximum of three 
entries may be submitted. For more 
information, call 442-8455. 
Looking .1 Art In Ih. Pay.on G.I· 
I.ry Director Judith Sobal offers a five-
week course for people interested in 
learning about the Permanent Collec-
tion and tor people interested in be-
coming docents. There will be three-
addiJional training sessions for docents. 
The course begins Oct 17 and contin-
ues for five Tuesdays, either 9 am-12 
noonor7-10pm. Cost is$90 for gallery 
members, $1 00 for non-mem bers. Reg-
istration fees will be refunded to those 
who become docents after they have 
compteted their fifth tour. For more 
information. call 767-9546. 
Danforth St .... t G.II.ry In Port· 
I.nd, a non-profit alternative gall8l)l, 
invites artists 60 and over to submIt 
work for a juried thematic exhibition 
titled "The Essence of Maine: Juror 
Martin Dibner will select winners for 
both professional and amateur catego-
ries . Work must be delivered by Nov 3. 
For details send self-addressed 
stamped envelope to 'Essence of 
Maine" c/o Danforth Street Gallery, 34 
Danforth St., Portland, 04101, Atten-
tion Helen Rivas. 
Th. Convnon Cround F.lr is look-
ing for a design to become the 1990 
poster. Artists may submit one or two 
designs by Nov. 1 on any theme relat-
ing to agflculture. The selected design 
will be used forthe 1990 fair poster and 
t-shirt. II's important that th~ style be a 
appropriate for silk-screening, whIch 
requires a minimum of blendIng andlor 
shading. Pastels and water-colors are 
not appropriate. Submlsslo~s WIll be 
juried and the selected artist will re-
ceive a $500 honoranum. For more In-
formation. contact the Common Ground 
Fair, PO Box 2176, Augusta, ME 04338 
or phone 623-5115. 
WALL Vision 2000 pulls 
M •• I.r Pholographs David Lyman, 
director and founder 01 the Maine Pho-
tographic Workshops in Rockport, leads 
a discussion Oct 5, 5:15 pm at the 
Portland Museum of Art. Congress 
Square. Free and open to the public. 
For more information, call 775-6148. 
Artl.1 Rourt SI.ckhou.. dis-
cusses his sculpture and drawings, 
composed of mythical archetypes such 
as boats and snakes Oct 5, 4 pm at 
Hasting Lounge, USM Gorham. Free 
and open to the public. For more infor-
mation, call 780-5460. 
Book Arb Maine Writers and Publish-
ers Alliance is offering a series of four 
workshops during October on the artof 
hand-made books: 'Overview of the 
Book Arts: "Papermaking: 'Fi.neLet: 
terpress Printing" and "BookbIndIng. 
The workshops may be taken inde-
pendently or together at the Maine 
Writers Center, 19D Mason St. , Brun-
swick. For more information, call 729-
6333. 
Artl.l. for the Ho .... I... Visual 
artists, writers, musicians and perjorm-
ers present a multI-arts event In an 
effort to focus public attention on the in-
creasingly more desperate problems 
of the homeless in Portland Oct 7, 10 
pm in Monument Square, Portland. 
There will also be representatives from 
the Maine HOUSIng Coalition and other 
activist groups who support a referen-
dum on the Nov. 5 ballot to release $15 
million of emergency funding for the 
homeless. 
together report 
Vision 2000, Greater Port-
land's business and community 
planning group, has issued a 
draft report of its findings, "This 
report is not an end; it's only a 
beginning." said Bill Richards, 
executive director of Vision 2000. 
Richards added that even when 
the group releases a formal re-
port this October, "We're not 
going to say, 'Here it is. Takeitor 
leave it.' We want to produce 
something in which people see 
some things they might want to 
support, some things they can 
wrestle with." A couple report 
suggestions for Port landers to 
wrestle with: choosing a public 
school rather than going to the 
one nearest by and focusing on 
neighborhood centers rather than 
big human servicesdepartments 
where people in need can "fall 
through the cracks." Richards 
said the final report expected at 
the end of October will be dis-
tributed throughout the commu-
nity and to government leaders. 
Andy Newman 
P ..... p.CI. for Nucl.ar-W •• t. 
Disposal In M.lne State Senator 
Bonnie Titcomb and Jim Bernard. a 
member of Citizens Against Nuclear 
Trash, speakOct5. 7 pm in 113 Carne-
gie Science Hall, Bates College. Le-
wiston. Free and open to the public. 
N.pa': Annapuma and Ev.re.t 
Slide show on Himalayan countries 
given by Scott Clift and Warren Clem-
ent Oct 5. 7 pm at the Saxena Art 
Gallery, 27 Wharf St., Portland. Free 
and open to the public. For more infor-
mation, call 76H)303. 
Growth Management Legislation 
Cumberland County Affordable Hous-
ing Venture and the USM Community 
Programs is offering a course on the 
growth management law. regulatory 
approaches to reducing housing costs. 
and ways municipalities might get in-
volved In low-cost housi ng develop-
ment. Classes held Thursday evenings 
Oct 5-26 at the Council of Govern-
ments, 233 Oxford St., Portland. To 
register, call 874-6500. 
Wo .... n Bu.lne.. Owners of 
Creater Portl.nd meets Oct 5, 6 
pm at the offices of Maine Manage-
ment Group, Royal River Center, Rt. 1. 
Yarmouth. The topic of this month's 
meeting is a round table discussion on 
exchanging resources. Fee is $6.50. 
For more information or reservations , 
contact Becky Erickson at 761-0041. 
Art: An E •• enllal P.rt of Educa-
tion? Symposium sponsored by the 
Portland School of Art Oct 6, 10 am-12 
noon at the Portland Museum of Art, 
Congress Square, Portland. The semi-
nar addresses the importance of visual 
arts as a core element of educational 
curricuta . Free and open to the public, 
but seating is limited. For more infor-
mation, call 775-3052. 
Bloreglonall ..... Brian Tokar, author 
of 'Green Alternative: speaks Oct 6, 
7:30 pm in Beam Classroom, Visual 
Arts Center, Bowdoin College, Brun-
swick. Free and open to the public. 
D.v.loplng Conwnunlty: Bre.k. 
Ing Cultur.1 PaU.m. 0' Doml. 
nallon & Subml •• lon In Our 
Liv •• Workshop on integrating poli-
tics and spirituality toward healing the 
division led by Margo Adair, author of 
"Working InSIde Out" Oct 6, 6:00-11 
pm at The Friends Meeting House, 
1837 Forest Ave .. Portland. Total cost 
of workshop will be based on individual 
ability to pay. Proceeds will be donated 
to Women Earth. To register, call 854-
4094. 
Energy Play Workshop on Hower es-
sences and crystals Oct 7. 10am-4pm 
at Northeast Metaphysics. 33 High St., 
Cornish. Fee is $50. Pre-registration is 
required. For more information, call 
625-7447. 
Maine Antiquarian Boo .... I1 .... 
Anoclation Book 5.1. Oct 8.9:00 
am-4 pm at the Holiday Inn. 88 Spring 
St. , Portland. Fair Approximately 75 
dealers from New England and the 
Northeast will sell rare and fine books, 
prints, photographs. maps and paper 
ephemera. Admission IS $2.50 and 
proceeds will benefit the Maine Histori-
cal Society. For more information. call 
774-1822. 
Nonvlol.nc. Training S ... lon for 
people planning to take part in the 
Clamshell Alliance Civil Disobedience 
Action at the Seabrook Nuclear Power 
Plant. Training session is Oct 8, 1-7pm 
at the Allen Avenue Unitarian Church. 
Portland. Civil Disobedience Action is 
Oct 14 in Seabrook. Contact Fred lan-
caster at 774-9710 if you plan to at-
tend. 
Main. Animal Sancluary monthly 
meetin9 Oct 10. 7:30 pm at Clark 
Memonal Church. 15 Pleasant Ave .. 
Portland. Anyone interested in animal 
welfare is welcome to attend. For more 
information, call Edith Estes at 773-
5054. 
Ghend. .nd the CII. Vishivanath 
Naravene speaks Oct 11. 7 pm in 
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center, 
Bowdoin College. Brunswick. Free and 
open to the public. For more informa-
tion, call 725-3151. 
R_ycllng Organic W •• I. The 
University of Maine Extension has 
trained volunteer master composters 
to leach residents throughout the county 
how to compost simpfy. inexpensively 
and effectively. People who would like 
to talk with a volunteer composter or 
receive information on recycling or-
ganic wastes can contact the Cumber-
land County Extension at 780-4205. 
SWedenborg Siudy C .... up Wed-
nesday evenings at 7:30 pm at The 
New Church, 002 Stevens Ave., Port-
land. For more information, call 772-
8277. 
G.ttlng Start.d In Outdoor .nd 
Trav.1 Writing Writer Wayne Curtis 
will offer tips on markets. what sells, 
what doesn't and how to get your foot 
in the door Oct 12, 7:30 pm at the 
Portland Writers' Network meeting in 
the Public Safety Building, Middle St., 
Portland. For more information, call 
871-0466. 
L •• mlng to Think In Vlclorlan 
England Robert Kiefer. professor of 
history at the University of Maryland, 
speaks Oct 12, 7:30 pm in Daggett 
Lounge. Wentworth Hall , Bowdoin 
College, Brunswick. Free and open to 
the public. For more information, call 
725-3151. 
Amne.ty Int.m.tlonal Local chap-
ter meets Oct 12, 7 pm at Wood fords 
Congregational Church. 202 
Woodfords St.. POrtland. Anyone inter-
ested in joining is welcome to attend. 
For more information. call 773-5588. 
Economic CrJalaln the C.rlb .... n: 
II. Imp.cl on Wom.n Carmen 
Diana Deere, professor of develop-
ment economics at University of Mas-
sachusetts at Amherst. speaks Oct 13, 
1:30 pm in Room B. USM Portland 
Campus Center. Free and open to the 
public. For more information, call 780-
4440 
UN Repre.entatlv. .nd former 
U.S. Amba •• ador 10 l.r •• 1 
Thoma. Plck.ring speaks Oct 13. 
3 pm in Morrell Gymnasium, Bowdoin 
College, BrunSWick. Free and open to 
the public. For more information. call 
725--'3151 . . 
Wo .... n Bu.ln ••• Own .... Co ... 
f.renc. provides information. train-
ing and netwofi<ing ,?pportunities for 
women who own their bUSinesses or 
who are thinking about going into busi· 
ness Oct 18, 8am-5 pm at the Augusta 
Civic Center. Workshops on Start-up. 
Growth and Expansion and Personal 
Issues. Keynote speaker will be Eliza-
beth Andrews. owner of the Baby Bag. 
She will speak about the changing 
nature of the marketplace and her 
experiences with expanding her com-
pany. Registration is $35 before Oct 7. 
$45 after Oct 7. Price includes lunch 
and closing reception . For more infor-
mation. call 623-0065. 
Earth, Wind, Fire & Wat.r A day of 
reflection led by author Madeleine 
L'Engle Oct 21. 10 am-4 pm at the Ca-
thedral Church of St . Luke. 143 State 
St., Portland. Tickets are $20 and are 
available by mail from the Diocesan 
Resource Center. 143 State St., Port-
land. 04101 andatJ. Read Books. 630 
Forest Ave .. Portland. For more infor-
mation, call 772-6923 or 773-3536. 
Soulhworth Planetarium Astron-
omy Shows Fri-Sun at 7 pm; Laser 
Shows Fri-Sun at 8:30 pm. Admission 
is $3 for adults. $2 for students and 
children (no children under5). For more 
information, call 780-4249. 
M.nlal H •• lth R_ourc. D.y 
Services and agencies in the area will 
have exhibits and the keynote speaker 
will be Martha Varee Pearson who will 
speak on "Sexual Abuse: Issues in 
Treating People with Severe and Pro-
longed Mental Illness." Mental Health 
Resource day is Oct 5, 12:00-5 pm at 
the Holiday Inn, 8S Spring St, Port-
land. Admission is $10. For more infor-
mation. contact Mary Williams at the 
Bureau of Mental Health in Portland, 
879-4310. 
Women.nd Self-E.t ..... : Outsld. 
In or I_Ide Oul Dr. Margo Maine 
will discuss the psychological. physio-
logical and socio-cultural factors con-
tributing to women's discomfort with 
their bodies. The lecture will refer to 
specific problems of anorexic, bulimic 
and obese women. but will emphasize 
the experience of normal women Oct 
20,3:45 pm in 303 Payson-Smith Hall, 
USM Portland. Cost is $6. payable in 
advance to : Maine Eating DIsorders 
Awareness. c/o Donna Bryant, 
Westbrook Community Hospital, 40 
Park Rd, Westbrook. 04092. Send 
check by Oct 13, include a SASE for 
ticket and parking permit return. 
OUT 
SIDE 
Pizza Rid •• Casco Bay Bicycle Club is 
sponsoring Thursday night bicycle 
rides. Meet at 5:00 pm at Pat's Pizza, 
Rt. 1. Oak Hill, Scarborough. Rides are 
10-20 miles; pizza after. For more in-
formation call Keith at 799-1085. 
M.ln. Outdoor Adv.ntur. Club 
Upcoming trips : Oct 7 MI. Carrigain 
Hike. meet at Gorham Shop 'n Save at 
8am. 773-0476; Oct 14Sea Kayaking , 
destination and meeting place TBA. 
799-2956 or 883-1456; Oct 15 Sewall 
Beach Walk, meet at Back Cove Shop 
n' Saveat9am, 761-8489; Oct 15 Bird-
watching . destination TBA; Oct 22 
Beginner level white water canoeing 
on the Saco River, 247-3982; Oct 29, 
Hike East & West Royce mountains, 
moderate level 7-1 0 miter. meet at Back 
Cove Shop'n Save at 8 am, 772-9831 . 
C •• co B.y Bicycl. Club Upcoming 
rides : Vinalhaven Island Weekend Oct 
6-8. Ketra Crosson at 892-4402; Cum-
be~and Runaround, 35 miles. Peler 
Miller, 892-6440; Sebago Surprise, Oct 
15.9 am, Marie Bailey at 892-3385·or 
Heidi Hilton at 797-0504. 
Outdoor Trip Holiine Latest bicy-
cling , hiking, camping, canoeing and 
other trips sponsored by the Casco 
Bay Bicycle Club and the Maine Out-
door Adventure Club. Call 774-1118. 
SPORT 
DlMn Gym for T .. n. Portland Rec-
reation announces the opening of its 
evening teen programs at local gyms 
and community centers. The falVwlnter 
gym schedute is as follows : King Gym, 
Tue & Thu, 6-8 pm; Jack Gym, Tue & 
Wed, 6-8 pm ; Public Safety Gym. Fri . 
6-8 pm. Community Center hours: .Jung Semln.r "The Aborted Flight" 
Oct 1 0.4 pm in the Faculty Room, Mas-
sachusetts Hall . Bowdoin College. 
Brunswick. Free and open to the pub-
lic. For more information. call 725-3151. 
.J.wl.h Women and Politic. The 
Portland Chapter of Hadassah. the 
women's ZionIst organization of Amer-
ica, hosts a dinner with guest speaker 
City Counselor Unda Abromson Oct 
10, 6:00 pm at the Jewish Community 
Center, 57 Ashmont St., Portland. For 
more information. call 767.s186or775-
0007. 
T.xl. Thai Matt.r Informal talk led 
by William Owens, Who will dISCUSS 
"The Body of a Gi~ ' by Michael Gilbert, 
James Jellison discusses "The Woman 
Warrior" by Maxine Hong Kingston, 
and Rebecca Lockridge discusses 
' Crime and Punishment" by Dos-
toevsky' Oct 11. 7 pm on 503 Luther 
Bonney Hall . USM Portland. Free and 
open to the public. For more informa-
tion . cali 780-4330. 
WELL 
NESS · 
Reiche, Mon & Wed. 7:30-9 pm and 
Tue & Thu, 6:15-7:00 pm; Riverton, 
Men, Wed & Fri , 6-9 pm; Peaks Island, 
Tue & Thu, 6-8 pm. Cost is 50t each 
visit. For more Information. call 874-
8793. 
Th. Small.r Wate ... - A Duck 
Hunt.". D.llght In-depth look at 
how to successfully hunt Black Ducks. 
Mallards. Wood Ducks and Teal Oct 5, 
7;00 pm at the L.L. Bean Casco Street 
Conference Center, located off Rt. 1. 
Freeport. Free and open to the public. 
For more information, call 865-4761 . 
Auatralla .nd New Guine.: Ex. 
ploring .nd Fi.hing with L.fty 
Kreh World renowned fly fisherman 
Kreh presents a slide program of land-
ing fish Oct 6. 7:30 pm at the L.L. Bean 
Casco Street Conference Center, lo-
cated off Rt. 1. Freeport. Free and 
open to the public. For more informa-
tion . call 865-4761 . 
Children .nd Viol.nc.: Th. Dif. 
f.renc. B.tw •• n Funny and 
Frlght.nlng Workshop led by Dr. Jud 
Smith and Portland Police Chief Mi-
chael Chitwood on the recent surge of 
crimes by children and situations sees 
by police officers across the country, 
as well as present information for par-
ents and families interested in knOWing 
how to explain violence to children and 
how to raise non-violent children . 
Workshop will be held Oct 11. 7-9 pm 
at the Portland YWCA. 87 Spring St., 
Portland. The pr09ram is open to the 
public and admiSSIon is $2 per family. 
For pre-registration and childcare in-
formation, cali 874-1130. 
H.allh Sc ..... nlng. Health Promo-
tion Program of Community Health 
Services, Inc. sponsors adult flu clin-
ics. Cost is $5. Times and locations are 
as follows : Oct 10, 9:30-11 :00 am, Oak 
Leaf Terrace in Freeport; Oct 12, 1 :30-
3 pm. Salvation Army on Cumbe~and 
Ave., Portland; Oct 17, 12:30-2:30 pm. 
Congregational Church in Gray; Oct 
18. 9:30-11 :30 am, Community Build-
ing in Windham ; Oct 18. 1 :30-3:30 pm 
at the Fire Station in Falmouth/Cum-
berland; Oct 23, 1-3 pm at the Town 
Hall. Scarborough; Oct 25, 9:00-11 :30 
am at St. Anne's Church in Gorham. 
For more information, call 775-7231 
ext. 551. 
Public Chole.t.rol/Blood ........ 
.ure Scre.ning. Oct 5, 5-8 pm at 
the USM Portland gymnasium on Fal-
mouth St. Screenings are done on a 
walk-in. first come, first serve basis. 
Fees are $6 for cholesterol; $7 for both . 
For more information, call Ufeline at 
780-4170. 
Auto Slalom Cumberland Motor Club 
sanctions a timed automobile slalom 
race, including a novice class for be-
ginners Oct 8 at Wiscasset Motor 
Speedway. Drivers' registration is 9-1 0 
am. Fee is $15 forCMC members, $20 
for non-members. Event is 11 am-4 
pm. Spectators free. For more informa-
tion, call 729-3611. 
Deer Beh.vior .nd P.tt.ming Dick 
Idol speaks on whitetail hunting Oct 13, 
7:00 pm and on Rattling and Calling 
Techniques Oct 14, 7:30 pm. Both 
sessions are held at the L.L. Bean 
Casco Street Conference Center. Free-
port. Free and open to the public. 
MORE+ 
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'!),I ~ G~~t\V'.1\ONS OF WOODWO 
I ~~ David L. Martin ~4k 
~O CUSTOM BUILDER INC. C' 
HOMES' REMODELING' 'WOODWORKJNG 
RESIDENTIAL &.. COMMERCIAL 
I, 878-2788 
Rock! Reggae! Blues! Progressive! 
Sound Alternatives has a large selection of new and 
used CDs, records and tapes at affordable prices. We 
also carry a wide selection of T-shirts, posters and 
collectable records. 
-"~::-::-S~· ·-O-u-rid-.. ~:-::::tI-: .. -.::n=· :::'::~::..r:::~::~:JQ.~ Fore~t A';;:, ,portland) 
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NOW SELLING TREE CAFE TICKETS!! 
PASTEL DRAWINGS BY PHYWS WOLF WIL.J<INS 
THROUGH OaOBER 15 
CHRISTINE'S 
GALLERY 
The Yarmouth Marketplace 
24 US Route One 
Yarmouth, ME 04096 
846-6128 
M A I N-E • • • 
IS CHANGING ... 
.~.~ Unh'.rsityof M.ln. 
-~-!..\Cooperalive Extension 
MAINE DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 




20 C..,co Bay Weekly 
874-0000 
18 Monument Square an[l 
Corner of Fore &. Exchange 
LOOKING 
F R 
SPRING POINT CAFE 
Fri.-Sat. Oct. 6-7 
WEDDING Oct. 14 
DRY DOCK 
Fri.-Sat Oct. 20-21 
DON'T GET MAD ••• GET UPSET! 
Light up the night with 
Michelob Light. Here's a 
tough one ... Has a major 
league team ever changed 
managers during a season, 
and then, gone on 
to win the pen-
nant?. . It's hap-
pened twice, and 
both times to the 
Cubs .. .In 1932, 
Charlie Grimm re-
pla ced Roge rs 
Hornsby in mid-
season, and won 
the flag ... And, in 
1938, Gabby Hart-
nett took over from Grimm 
during the season, and led 
the Cubs to the pennant. With 
Michelob Light- you get a 
super-premium taste in a 
less fllling beer. Of all the 
hits made in baseball , what 
percentage are singles, and 
what percentage are doubles, 
triples and homers? .. Some-
EN}OYLIFE! 
one took the total of hits 
made in the big leagues one 
season and they found that 
72% of all hits made are 
singles, 15% are doubles, l 00Al 
are homers and only 
3% of all hits are 
triples. Michelob 
Light - another 
great beer - from 
the Michelob fam-
ily of super·pre-
mium beers. This 
one may surprise 
you ... among racing's 
Triple Crown - the 
Kentucky Derby, the 
Preakness and the Belmont 
Stakes - do you know which 
race is the oldest? .. It's not 
the Derby .. . The Belmont was 
started in 1867 .. . The Kentucky 
Derby didn't start till eight 








Dracul. Bennington Puppets presents 
a show lor the entire family Oct 13, 7 
pm at The Center for The Arts, 804 
Washington, Bath. Tickets are $7/ 
$3.50. For more information, call 442· 
84S5. 
F .... To B. M. Four-week workshop 
in art and movement. beginning Oct 
14. 10-11 :3OamattheCenterforNative 
Art, Rt. 1, Freeport. Cost of the work-
shop is $40. For more information, call 
442-8399. 
Stori •• for Kid. Portland Public U-
brary (871-1700): Mon, Wed and Fri , 
10:30 am; Riverton Branch Library 
(797-2915): Fri, 10:30 am (beginning 
Sap 22); Peaks Island Branch (766-
5540) : Wed, 10:15 am; South Portland 
Public Library (799-2204): Fri, 10:15 
and 11 :15 am (3-5 year olds); Scarbor-
ough Public Ubrary (883-4123): Wed, 
10:30 am and 1 pm (3-5 year olds) and 
Tue, 6:30 pm (4-5 year olds); Prince 
Memorial library, Cumberland (829-
3180) : Wed, 10:30 am (2-3 year olds); 
Thu, 10:30 am (3-5 year olds) . 
Flicks for Klei. Portland Public U-
brary (871 -1700): Sat, 10:30 am and 
Tue at 3:30 pm. Riverton Branch (797-
2915): Thu-Fri, 3:30 pm; Peaks Island 
Branch (766-5540): Tue, 3:15 pm ; 
South 'Portland Public Library (799-
2204): Fri, 3:30-4:30 pm. 
OFF THE 
CLOCK 
H.II School, the only wooden school 
left in Portland, needs volunteers to 
help paint the outside grey with blue 
trim. Any time volunteers could give, a 
full day or a few hours, will help. For 
more Information, call the Center for 
Voluntary Action at 874-1015. 
Portl.nd Concert ANocl.tlon 
needs volunteers to work as ushers 
and staff concession stands. Volun-
teers must be personable, enjoy deal-
ing with people and have the ability to 
answer questions in a friendly manner. 
After volunteering for seven perform-
ances, volunteers receive a pair of 
tickets to the performance of their 
choice. For more information, call the 
Center for Voluntary Action at 874-
1015. 
Retired Senior VoIunt •• r ProJ.ct 
(RSVP), an organization which 
matches volunteers 60 and older with 
meaningful volunteer jobs has several 
volunteer positions that require only 
two hours of work per week: Work with 
students in local elementary schools to 
help develop story writing abilities; work 
at a local theater, either backstage or in 
the box office; or help with children in a 
play group at a nursing home while 
their parents visil with residents. For 
more information, contact Priscilla 
Greene at 775-6503. 
The Koy. Plennlng Commltt_ is 
looking for volunteers to escort Japa-
nesevlsitors from Portland'sSister City 
Shinagawa Oct 10-12. People are 
needed to escort small groups around 
the Old Port, the Maine Mall and the 
waterfront area. Transportation will be 
provided when necessary. No histori-
cal knowledge is needed, but volun-
teers must know their way around 
Portland. For more information, call the 
Center for Voluntary Action at 874-
1015. 
Neighborhood Art. Ace ••• ProJ. 
ect of the Portland West Planning 
Council needs volunteers to assist in 
the expansion of the project, which 
provides low income people compli-
mentary or price-reduced tickets to 
·cultural events.· Duties include advo-
cacy and administration,soliciting tick-
ets, networking with low income groups 
and art providers etc. There will be an 
initial orientation followed by weekly 
contact with the project director. For 
more information, call the Center for 
Voluntary Action at 874-1015. 
Save the Birds, S.ve Ou .... lv •• 
Maine Audubon's campaign needs a 
volunteer to assist with clerical duties, 
complete media lists, make calls, etc. 
Interest in environmental issues is 
helpful as is some computer knowl-
edge. For more information, call llie 
Center for Voluntary Action at 874-
1015. 
Hurrlcan. Hull" Monetary contribu-
tions to help out In the Carolinas, Puerto 
Rico and the Virgin Islands may be 
sent to: The Salvation Army, Hurricane 
Hugo Disaster Fund, Box 3647, Port-
land, 04104. For more information, call 
774-6304. 
Main. C.nt.r for the Blind's In-
du.trl •• Program is looking for a 
volunteer with Lotus ora similar spread-
sheet program experience to help with 
setting up automated financial , statisti-
cal and inventory records on the cen-
ter's new computer. For more informa-
tion, call the Center for Voluntary Ac-
tion at 874-1015. 
HELP 
Th. F.mlly CrI.l. Shelt.r holds 
weekly women's support groups in 
Portland and Brunswick, offering mu-
tual support and education for women 
who are or have experienced violence 
in their relationships. Formeetingloca-
tions and times, call the FCS at 874-
1197. 
Divorce Support Group Wednes-
days 6:30-8 pm at the Kimball Health 
Center, 33 Uncoin St., Saco. For more 
information, call 282-7504. 
MADD W •• kly Victim Support 
Group Survivors, their families and all 
whose lives have been changed dra-
matically at the hands of a drunk driver 
may share the emotional aftermath of 
such a crime with others of the same 
experience. The group meets Thurs-
days, 7 pm at the MADD office, 9 
Deering St., Portland. For more infor-
mation, call 773-MADD. 
R •• olve Support network for infertile 
people sponsors workshops and sup-
port groups. For more information, call 
774-4357 or 846-4379. 
Portl.nd Co.lltlon for the Psy· 
chl.trlc.lly L.beled, a consumer 
run self-help group for persons with 
mental illness, holds peer support 
groups every Tuesday and Wednes-
day aftemoon 1 :30-2:15. The groups 
take place at the Portland Coalition 
offices at 142 High Street, Suite 501 , 
Portland. For more information, call 
Cathie Long at 772-2208. 
D.pre •• lve and M.nlc Depre .. 
.iv. Anonymou. Support and infor-
mation group meets Mondays, 7 pm at 
Woodfords Congregational Church, 
202 Woodfords St. , Portland. For more 
information , call 774-HELP. 
Young F.th.... Program at the 
Portland YMCA, 70 Forest Ave., offers 
a support grou p for young fathers every 
Monday at 6 pm. Educational groups 
are held on the second Tuesday of 
each month. For more information, call 
Betsy at 874-1111 ext. 221. 
Tr.n.upport is a non-profit, non-sex-
ual, social and educational peer sup-
port group for transse xuals , 
crossdressers, their families, friends 
and people interested in gender is-
sues. Meetings are held every other 
Sunday at 6 pm. For more information, 
call 854-3528 or write to Transupport, 
P.O. Box 17622, Portland 04101. 
The AIDS Project, 22 Monument 
Square (fifth floor) , Portland, lists many 
support groups around Portland for 
PWAs and the lovers, caregivers and 
friends of PWAs. For more information , 
call 774-6877. 
• 
by Lynda Barry 
I HA RD L.'\' EVEN THIN~ ABoVT How YOt,4 
ME SSED uP MY LIFE LAST YEAR. I ON~Y 
. TI-1INK ABOUT y oUQ. GO~D PART TIIAT I KI'IOVJ 
WA S STILL SEU<ETL.I:\ MY FRIEND T\tf 
WHOLE TIME You WERE SE I N6 So (OLD 
DEAR BRENDA , HI. WHATS HAPP£NIN~? MY 
MOM SENT ,<oVR lE1T£R HERE. IT w AS A 
B£AVTI FVL LE1TE R. AN D ITS \3EAVTI FV ~ 
TI-IAT y ou WANT TO 6E FRIENDS AGAIN. 
TO ME WITH SAND:! ALFANO WAT I ALMOST 
(OMMITTED SUI C. IDE. $0 DON 'T fYEN FEcL 
GUilT Y ! ITS A BEAUTIF'VL DAY! 
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BY vS NOT BEIN G fRIEN DS BVT PLEASE 
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YOlA 010. 
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STANDS FOR : '· SELMFR. SUCKS So SERI -
OIJSLtr SO WHE-N You SU S'I You -WILL 
GH IT. J'I-L WRliE MORE LATER Bf'CAu5E 
I'M IN BOR1N(; MATH AND HE WANTS (6 
TO PA'j ATlcNTiON. MR. SI'iM/fN. I'M NOT 
In ODING, THAis HIS NAM f , 















entertainment for hire 
flea markets 
gigs 




lost & found 
musical instruments 
notices 








real estate. for sale 
real estate. for rent 
deadline: noon Monday use coupon below or call Mark Kelleher at 775-6601 
roomma es ;-: 
FEMALE SMOKER with 3 
cats needs roommate. On 
the ocean in S. Freeport, own 
room, $300 month plus 
utilities. Days 776-7616. 
Eves 865-4260, ask for 
Kerry. 
PROFESSIONAL female 
looking for female to share 
nice 2 bedroom, S. Portland 
apartment. Great location! 
Rent $312.50 per month heat 
included. Call 767-4631. 
FEMALE HOUSEMATE 
wanted, Willard Beach area 
S. Portland. Great house-
location. Back yard, washer -
dryer. $350 includes all. 
Avail. Nov. I, non-smoker 
only. 767-6334. 
PREFER MALE to share 
condo in N. Deeri ng . 
Smoking, pets OK. Private 
living room, $350 plus 1/2 
util i ties , security & 
references. Avail. immed. 
Call 797- 3647 , l eave 
message. 
PROFESSIONAL M/F 25 
plus wanted to share large 
house in N. Deering . 
Amenities include guest 
bedroom , run of 7 other 
rooms, efficient heat, ample 
parking convenient to 
stores. $275 plus, 878-2312. 
SEEKING professional MlF 
to share spacious 2-bdrm . 
condo in N. Deering. Quiet, 
wooded, WiD. Non-smoker, 
no pets. $325 plus. 797-
6347, leave message. 
WANTED; Dependable 
housemate to share 
spacious Gorham home with 
couple . Sunny rooms, 
gourmet kitchen, parking , 
amenities . $325 single, $450 
couple plus share heat, 
utilities . Humane, music-
loving, non-sexist , non-
smoking environment. 839-
8156. Ref., sec. dep. 
RESPONSIBLE non -
smoking malelfemale wanted 
to share private, beach front, 
furnished home in OOB. 
Avail. 9-89 to 6-90. $350 per 
month, util ities included. 
772-8519 after 5 pm. 
CWM or BiWM house mate 
needed Nov. 1 for 2-bdrm 
house. Rented portion has 
private porch and entrance, 
furnished living room and 
kitchen. Parking and utilities 
included for $285 plus $142 
deposit . Five minutes to 
ocean, Quiet neighborhood. 
Box 4048 Old Orchard 
Beach,04064. 
FEMALE NON·SMOKER 
to share sunny 2-bdrm 
apartment in Deering area. 
$225 plus 1/2 utilities, 
parking . 774-0084. 
SEEKING NEAT 
professional MlF non-smoker 
to share a vary nice 2 bdrm 
apt. Mosdy furnished except 
br. Near Maine Med. $325 
plus security and 1/2 
utilities . Call, leave 
message, Peg 761-9062. 
M/F ROOMMATE 
wanted. Seeking responsible 
person to share 2 bdrm 
house located off Cottage 
Rd. in S. Portland. One mile 
from Willard Beach, parking, 
storage, WID, woodstove, 
$400 per month includes 
utilities and cable. 767-4459 
CAPE ELIZABETH house 
mate wanted to share nice 
home near ocean, non-
smoker only . Oil heat, 
laundry, parking, room with 
private bath, avail. now. 
$250 per month plus utilities. 
Call 7674581. 
HELP! I need someone to 
share 2-bdrm Cumberland 
Ave. apartment available 
Oct. 1. $238 per month plus 
1/2 gas utiHtities, deposit. 
Can wait till 10-15. Such a 
deal ! Chris or Ron, 775-7827 
or 772-7115. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE to 
share large, sunny, 3-bdrm 
apartment near Osteopathic 
Hospital. Available mid-Oct. 
Non-smoker preferred. $202 
per month plus 1/3 utilities. 
773-5282. 
NORTH ST. clean , 
responsible , non-smoking 
female wanted to share 
sunny 2 bdrm with view of 
city. $262.50, 1/2 utilities, 
deposit, no pets. Avail. 10-1, 
879-1998. 
HOUSEMATE to share 3 
bdrm Freeport beachfront 
home with 30's professional 
female and child . 
Breathtaking view of Casco 
Bay , 40 minutes from 
Portland . Female non-
smoker preferred. $500 per 
month includes utilities, 
furnished or unfurnished. 
865.{)621. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE 
wanted to share Pine Point 
apt. with marsh views. $325 
plus 1/ 2 utilities, heat 
included. 20 yrs or older, 
needed for 10-14 or shortly 
after. Call 883-1473, leave 
message. 
2 MATURE Non-smokers 
needed ASA P to share 4 
bdrm house with one cat and 
two men. $200 per month 
plus 1/4 utilities . Quiet 
residential neighborhood 
near Highland Lake-Rte 302, 
Westbrook. At edge of 
unspoiled forest, large 
garden space, carpentry 
shop, oil hot air, woodstove, 
washer-dryer. Looking for 
chem-free individual 
interested in Holistic growth. 
Fred, 854-4827. 
PEAKS ISLAND female 
seeks 2 MlF to share large 
Victorian 4 bdrm house. 
Fireplace, garden , water 
views, washer-dryer. 5 
minutes to boat, $200 per 
month. Oct 1 to June 1. 766-
2671 . 
M/F NON·SMOKER 30+ 
wanted to share very large 
sunny 2 bdrm Park SI. apt. 
with writer. High ceilings , 
books, harbor views, $325 
per month inludes utilities. 
Russ , 871-7114 days or 
eves. 
LOOKING FOR gay 
female to share sunny 3-
bdrm house on water in 
Brunswick . 2 rooms 
available with own entrance, 
wood heat, $275 per month. 
Must like animals. 729-8152. 
2 ROOMMATES needed 
Nov.l for 3-bdrm Portland 
apt. 5 minutes from USM and 
PSA M/F non-smoker 
preferred . Students 
welcome, $185 per month 
heated. Call Francis 773-
1308 or Mark 718-832-1477. 
RESPONSIBLE M/F 
involved in art, wanted to 
apartment hunt in Portland 
for 11 -1. Please call after 
Spm 839-5481 . 
ROOMMATE wanted , 
Portland, professional MIF to 
share home with 
professional F, non-smoker, 
off-street parking , WID, $300 
plus 1/2 utilities. 774-8992 
eves. 
PEAKS ISLAND winter 
rental , 3 bdrm. cottage, view, 
woodstove, quiet. $500. 
plus . Year Round rental : 3-
plus bdrm., oil heat, close to 
school and village. $650. 
plus. Ralph Ashmore Realty 
772-6992. 
LIVE IN a charming antique 
Cape on Peaks Island. 6 
working fireplaces, 4-bdrm, 
new kitchen & bath . 
Beautifully restored, on 3/4 
acre, with some water views. 
Just a two-minute walk to 
beach and tennis . By owner, 
$232,000. 766-2116. 
BY MOTIVATED owner : 
19863 bdrm, 1.5 bath mobile 
home for sale. Have signed 
on new home and must sell 
fast. Some items negotiable. 
Please call Bob at 934-7457, 
leave message. $43,500 
firm. 
SELLINC BY OWNER 
00 Beach custom built 
home, excellent condition , 1 
acre wooded lot , best 
residential are. 5 minutes to 
sandy beach, 3 bdrm, 1.5 
bath, very large living room, 
fireplace, playroom, 
screened porch, beautiful 
landscape. $132,000. Call 
284-5297 mornings to 10:00 
am or anytime eves. 
DARKROOM time and 
space available in beautiful 
studio/darkroom . Fully 
equipped darkroom, intown 
location , outrageous views 
and cheap rent. $50 per 
month gets you 1 full 
aftemoon and night per week 
plus open time on weekends. 
Call 772-3931 , ignore 
machine and leave name and 
number. 
STUDIO WORKSHOP 
15 x 20, 220 wiring, $220 per 
month. Detached building. 
773-1151. 
ARTIST STUDIO Merrill 
st. East end. Great space in 
studio building, share with 
painter. $187.50 per month 
plus 112 utilities. 761 -5831, 
leave message, available 
oow. 
BEST ART STUDIO deal 
in town! Number 525 at 142 
High St. Great location, light, 
quiet. $150 per month 
includes heat, lease through 
May, longer if neeoed. 772-
2177, leave message. 
TAKE ADVANTAGE! 
Our classifieds reach well 
over 20,000 active readers 
every week! 
WEST SIDE; Sunny, large, 
3 bdrm apartment. 6 1/2 
rooms on 2nd and 3rd Hoor of 
historic Cushman St. private 
home. Separate entrance, 
hardwood floors, well -
insulated , gas heat , 
beautifully maintained. $690 
plus utilities, avail. Nov 1. 
761 -1833 
LONG ISLAND 2 or 3 bdrm 
furnished apt. Available now 
through June. Close to store, 
beach, ferry, easy commute 
to Portland. $300 and $350 
monthly plus utilities, no 
pets. 766-2497. 
SUBLET·IDEAL winter 
sublet. Spacious and 
beautiful ground Hoor 2 bdrm 
furnished apartment in West 
End. Available Dec-May. 
$775 plus heat, references. 
Leave message at 874-
6956. 
WEST END large 2-bdrm, 
clean, sunny, harbor views, 
dishwasher, WID hookup. 
$600 per month plus utilities. 
774-5344 
SOUTH PORTLAND 1-2 
bdrm apartments . Safe 
neighborhood, convenient 
location, wall to wall , laundry, 
off-street parking. Sorry, no 
pets. $450-495 plus utilities. 
799-9265 or 767-3655. 
PORTLAND 2-3 bdrm apt. 
HW floors, $600 per month . 
Eastern Prom , beautiful 
studio, parking , laundry 
$450. Eastern Prom small 1-
bdrm, parking and laundry , 
$450. Eastern Prom l -bdrm, 
tiled kitchen, parking , 
laundry, $475. Eastem Prom 
1 bdrm loft, living room, 
dining room, views, parking, 
laundry, $575. 772-7080. 
TIRED of working all day 
and coming home and having 
to clean the house? Let me 
make your life easier. Years 
of cleaning experience , 
affordable rates, excellent 
references. Call 879-7049. 
NEIGHBORHOOD Grime 
Watch , a home and small 
office cleaning service you 
can trust. Insured, bonded. 
Greater Portland area, call 
797-3647, leave message. 
FAZER PIANOS from 
Finland, Dampp-Chaser 
humidity control systems 
and qualified piano service 
by a registered 
tuner/technician . Joseph's 
Piano Service, 630 Forest 
Ave , Portland. Member, 
Piano Technicians Guild. 
773-1779. 
HAMMERED DULCIMER 
Handcrafted by Dusty 
Springs. 12 treble courses, 
11 bass courses , Like new, 
rarely used. Includes stand 
and carrying case.$375. Call 
926-3257. 
1[$1iiJl iTJ. 
VOICE LESSONS in jazz 
and popular music. Classical 
technique applied. Accoustic 
guitar lessons in folk, jazz 
and popular music. Learn 
pickin' and rythem styles-eall 
Diana, 846-5712. 
BALLROOM DANCING 
It's romantic, it's fun ! 
Beginners class starts Oct. 
25 . Intown studio, free 
parking. Call Wayne at 775-
1892. 
PORTLAND STAGE 
Company will offer an acting 
class taught by Rheatha 
Forster from Nov. 5 to Jan. 
27. Admission by interview 
only, call 774-1043 Mon-Fri 
for appl. 
FIGURE DRAWING 
classes with Greg Parker. 
Classes open to students at 
various levels. Tues. eves. 
6:30-9:30 or Sat. morn. 9:30-
12:30. Starting 10-17 and 10-
21 . 6 weeks, $125. Located 
in my studio at 317 
Cumberland Ave. Send $25 
deposit to register, for info 
call 774-0751 . 
PRINTMAKER looking for 
press to rent on daily or 
hourly basis . Barbara 767-
4136. 
BASEBALL CARDS Do 
you have your old ones you 
collected as a kid? I'm 
buying. Call Gary at 772-
5322. 
FENDER GUITARS from 
$199, Martin Sigmas $199 , 
Ovations from $225, used 
Marshalls, Les Pauls from 
$599, Kramers, BC Richs, 
many guitars from under 
$100, sound and recording 
systems. Trades welcome. 
Friendly River Music, 612 
Congress S~ 879-0292 
VINTAGE GUITAR 
round-Up in Dallas, Texas! 
Worfd's largest vintage guitar 
show. John and Duncan are 
going, place your orders 
now! Wholesale prices on 
vintage and used 
instruments and amps . 
Friendly River Music, 61 2 
Congress St, 879-0292 
musIc 
WHOLISTIC MUSIC 
Studio: Voice, piano, and 
keyboard lessons. Suzuki 
piano, children and adults. 
Adult beg inners and re-
starters gleefully 
encouraged. 773-8250 
Guitar, Bass & 
Vocal Lessons J 
865 Forest Ave. 
761-8084 
bJllru:IS'll s~~!c$ . ~ 
qtJITA1\ LESSONS 
i!I!! 
t'''''~;';: ,\IPt'I OI15 
~h;o:V1 soio inc; 





'J:'l'~ A' CHARGE 
t' j ~J'I • BY. • - •• 
PHONE 
77 66 1 
Classified ads must be paid for in ad-
vance, We accept cash, personal checks, 
money orders, VISA and MASTERCARD. 
ConsuH the RATES in the coupon to deter-
mine the cost of your ad. FOUND Hems are 
listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for 
all types of classified advertising is Monday 
at 12:00 noon for the following Thursday's 
edition, Ads received after the deadline will 
be run starting with the next issue. CBWwili 
not print eds that seek to buy or sell sexual 
services for money or goods, or ads wnh 
purely sexual content. CBW win not print full 
names, street addresses or phone numbers 
in the PERSON TO PERSON section. 
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST ei-
ther provide a Post OffICe Box number in 
their ad or use the CBW BOX SERVICE (rate 
information in AD FORM). All information 
pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON adver-
tisers is kepi strictly confidential. Casco Bay 
Weekly reserves the right to categorize, 
refuse or edit ads due to inappropriate con-
tent, etc. CBW shall not be liable for errors of 
omissions in, or a failure to insert, any adver-
tisement for which it may be responsible, 
beyond actual space occupied by the ad in 
which error, omission or failure to insert oc-
curred. Classified ads are not refundable. 
~oupon COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO: CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
Classified Department 
187 Clark Street 
Portland, Maine 04102 
tho caw 
Ct •• on ... 
Policy before 
completeing his 
form. Writ. legibly 
or type, and use 
additional paper 
~ necessary. 
If you derive regular income 
from the 8ubjecto(S) of yoor 
Classrfoed Ads(s) please 
Uge the business rate. 
And thank you for 
Choosing Caaco Bay Weekly 
All charves .ra per week 
Individual Business 
Up to 30 words 
31-45 words 
46-60 words 
Each AcId'l word 






MESSAGE: _______ ______________ __ 
PREFERRED CATEGORY: _________________ __ 
BASIC RATE (from above) 
+ ___ EXTRA WORDS AT ____ ¢ EACH 
CBW BOX SERVICE (optional) 
SUBTOTAL 
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN 
TOTAL ENCLOSED 
TOTAL WORDS: ___ _ 
+----
+-----
x _____ _ 
Not for publication: We need the foIk>wing information 
to print your ad. It will be held in strict confidence. 
NAME _____________ _ 
ADDRESS _________________________ __ 
CITY ___________________________ __ 
STATE ____ _ ZIP CODE ______ _ 
DAYTIME PHONE _____________________ _ 
PAYMENl: Check ___ -MoneyOrder __ _ 
Mastercard Visa 
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bod & soul 
INTRODUCTION TO LEARN self-hypnosis to 
Alchemical hypnotherapy. A stop smoking, control 
series of five guided journey weight, stress, fears, 
to introduce you to your insomnia, pain. Enhance 
inner world. Includes creativity, concentration, 
meeting the inner child, the etc. Greater PorHand house-
inner guide, and the money calls available. For free 
deva. Limited to 6, begins brochure call 772-2442. Eliot 
Oct. 20, $60. Call Anurag at Cherry, R. Hy., Certified 
926-3257. hypnotherapist. 
ACCUPRESSURE RELIEF from stress, pain, 
classes for health and fatigue, nervousness and 
relaxation with Cynthia chronic illness can be yours 
• G u est, c e r t i fie d through this gentle hands-on 
accupressurist. Releasing healing technique. Call 
shoulder and neck tension, Kristen Erico, 2nd degree 
Oct. 18 or 26, or Nov. 2. certified Reiki practitioner. 
Releasing back tension, 773-1346. 
Oct. 5 or 19, or Nov. 8. WORKSHOPS for Feminist 
Releasing menstrual tension, Spiritual Community's adult 
Oct. 25. Class cost is $20, 7- education program include: 
9 pm, Thompson Pt., Feminist Wocca Philosophy, 
Portland. One day intuition Wed. Oct. t I-Nov. 8: 
class, October 28th. Learn exploring relationships 
to listen to and trust your gut among feminine, New Age 
feelings and inner knowing. and Wiccan ideas. $25-50. 
Connect to your higher self. 766-5655 
10am-4pm, $65. To register Women and Law, Thu, Oct 
call 774-1502. Private body 19: exploring the law as It 
work sessions available. aHects and can be used by 
-' ALEXANDER technique women, particularfy lesbians, 
provides a means whereby in the areas of interpersonal 
we can relinqish habits which rei a t ion s hip san d 
interfere with our freedom. employment. $10, 773-2294. 
Call Maria Jackson Parker, Trigger point therapy, Thu, 
Certified teacher, for Oct. 26-Nov. 16: massage 
Portland appt. 729-0839. workshops on ways of 
HOMEOPATHY workshop relieving headaches, 
Sat. Oct. 14, introductory, backaches, circulation 
Sun. Oct. 15, advanced. problems, led by Beth 
Presented by Larry Raffel, Koehler, licensed massage 
RN, homeopathic practitioner therapist. $10-30, 761-4610 
from Boston. Location: Common security in Feminist 
Kennebunk $40. For info call Perspective, Thu, Nov. 2: 
Melvin Wei~er of Therapeutic exploring the emerging 
Massage,985-3452. concept of common 
BODY ORIENTED security, particularly as it 
---' P s yeo the rap y by concerns the .Cruise Missile 
professional counselor / referendum In November, 
polarity therapist. Sessions $10, 773-2268. 
include gentle and deep CIRCLE OF .HEALING 
bodywork techniques, for clergy, SOCial workers, 
counseling and holistic nurses, phYSICians. 
education. Promotes deep therapists and other 
relaxation, energizing and professionals who, because 
profound change. Deborah of the demands of the" work, 
Vallance, RN, MS ed. 775- want to learn how to recleve 
1230. care. A one-day seminar, 
GREAT BOOKS! Free Thu. Nov. 2, 1989, at the 
food! Peace on earth and Sheraton Tara in South 
thou ..... come join us for our Portland. Led by Michael 
Grand Opening Celebration! Dwinell, M.Div. and John 
Sun. October 8, 10am-6pm. Preston . For info write : 
In addition to the finest Dwinell & Hall, 19 Birch 
,.$ selection of books this side Knolls, Cape Elizabeth, 
of the Alexandrian Library, 04107, or call 799-1024. 
we have Stockmar IMPERATIVES of the 
watercolar paints and heart. 'Authenticity and 
beeswax crayons, fine Vocation." A non-residential 
enamel ware, Chinese temple workshop, Oct. 28-29, call 
gongs, thought provoking t- Michael Dwinell, M.Dlv. 799-
shirts and cards, and 1024. 
unusual toys and gifts. PSYCHODRAMA groups 
Maybe Someday, 195 offered. Rachel Sager, MA, 
Congress St. on Munjoy Hill is offering ten weekly 
between Levinskys and The psychodrama therapy 
Whole Grocer. 773-3275. groups. These groups will 
MIDWIFE, Services in- especially appeal to people 
clude prenatal care, nutrition who are interested in moving 
counseling, homebirth, pap into action and playing out 
the difficult scenes from our , smears. Call for free con-
sultation visit. Heidi Fillmore- lives rather than just talking 
Patrick. 657-3180. about them. The groups will 
WENDY MOSER M, A" use pschodrama to focus on 
announces her relocation issues such as the roles we 
from California. Monday play, our families of origin, 
evening groups: pregnancy and our relationship 
as transformation, self-ac- struggles. There will be two 
ceptance training. Sliding groups which will begin Oct. 
scale. 767-3848. Private 23., one in Portland and one 
sessions for individuals and in Brunswick. Weekly fees 
couples. range from $15 to $20.' For 
METAPHYSICAL Read- further information call 725-
ings from a spiritual perspec- 8705 
tive offer insight and pracll- WOMEN WHO LIVE 
cal application regarding apart from their children-
your current energy field, life group now forming. Women 
- . lessons. past lives, personal who do not live with their 
symbols and archtypes . children, whatever the 
Tarot readings also avail- circumstances, often have 
able. Call Regina at 729-0241 feelings of loss, pain. guilt, 
Led by 
C. WAITE MACLIN 
M. DIV. 
NOV. 4, 1989 
For more Information 
call 
773,1314 or write: 
P.O. Box 1259 
Portland 
Maine 04104 
anger. and isolation. Join a 
safe, supprtive environment 
with other women who 
understand. We will meel in 
Portland staring in early Oct. 
Call Karolyn Rossein, MA 
766-2809. 
VOLUNTEERS WANTED 
Personal care attendant with 
strong back and good sense 
of humor. Wholistic 
environment, live in or out. 
773-3275 
HAVE FUN Have a psychic 
party. Also private readings 
and counseling. Past lives, 
workshops, teacher. 
L.. ________ ---I rebirthing . Call Audrey 
Boucher 775-7135.S 
erson to erson 
ner receives two movie tickets 
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema! 
WINSOME, WONDERFUL BRUNETTE 
43, educated, fun-loving female seeks easy-
going male, 40s to 50s, interested In starting 
a warm, supportive friendship. Please wnte 
CBW Box 395. 
If you have t>laoed In ad In th_ ~~ Weekly peraon ... yOU' 
ad laaaomrocally.-.ta'ed In the ALOFTHE WEB( cont_ 
for that w .... Wt ... looking tor ed,that •• aeatlva, ~Itly and hI"I. 
Wln,*.will ,8OIive thlir tide_in them_I. 
AVAILABLE MAN age 
28, sensitive and able to 
show feelings, interested in 
friendship/companionship 
while boating, biking, 
walking, hiking, etc. 
Stimulating conversation and 
dancing a real plus. PO Box 
2594, S. Portland 04106 
LONELY MALE 45 single 
parent, 5'8', 140 Ibs. Like 
dining in or out, TV, dancing, 
driving around, home body. 
Would like to meet honest, 
caring, warm, sharing women 
30-50 for friendship and 
possibly more. CBW Box 
397. 
SWM 34, looking for SWF 
25-35 to take autumn walks, 
visit apple orchards, dine 
and dance and enjoy the 
season with each other. 
Nothing heavy. I enjoy folk 
music, Halloween, things 
New England, and nice 
people. Drop me a line. Box 
15025 Portland. 
SLENDER educated SWF 
extrovert, 35, nonsmoker, 
whose interests include 
photography, music, travel, 
movies, PBS, environmental 
issues, cats, going for 
walks, seeks SWM friend 
with good sense of humor 
who shares these interests. 
CBWBox 398 
PRETTY, PETITE SWF 
30s, pompous enough to say 
I like my life alot but would 
welcome sharing parts of it 
with right SlDWM 28-42. Lots 
of friends but lately Arbitron 
TV ratings is the only one 
leaving messages on my 
machine. Wouldn't object to 
bright andlor educated 
articulate, warm, witty, trim, 
adventurous (but not self-
destructive) inventive man 
with greater than 78% intact 
self-esteem and healthy 
curiosity and appreciation of 
simpler and finer things in 
life. My interests lie in arts, 
travels, nature, outdoor 
sports (kayaking, canoeing, 
hiking, biking, skiing, etc). 
Magic-marker self-portrait 
welcome with letter and 
phone. CBW Box 392. 
GWM 411 would like to meet 
muscular male for quiet fun 
times. S. Maine area, please 
send photo. CBW Box 399. 
RESPONSES to advertis-
ers using CBW Box Service 
should be sent to: Casco 
Bay Weekly, CBW Box 11_, 
187 Clark Street, Portland, 
Maine 04102. Your letter will 
be forwarded.unopened. to 
the boxholder within 48 
hours! 
SWM - Slim, educated, 
good-looking, corporate 
rising star. Haven' got time 
or desire for the singles bar 
scene. Don't get me wrong, I 
like going out, but it's nicer 
with a quiet romantic dinner 
and good conversation first. 
Looking for a princess who 
still thinks there are Prince 
Charmings. Send note with 
phone number if you believe 
in romance. CBW Box 365 
ATTRACTIVE SWM 25, 
5'10', 160, seeks SWF 22-30 
under 130 for dating. I enjoy 
soul-searching, writing. rock 
music, nature walks. College 
grad but financially 
struggling. Non-smokers 
please. CBW Box 371. 
SWF FORTY,NINE and 
holding. I enjoy dining, 
dancing, Sunday drives and 
TV. I smoke and enjoy a few 
cocktails now and then. 
Looking for someone who 
enjoys the same. CBW Box 
372. 
I AM A VERY ACTIVE 
professional SWM with a 
myriad of interests. My 
attri butes are a good sense 
of humor, athletic, well-
'educated & travelled, and 
good genes. This Capncorn 
is looking, ideally, for a 
S/DWF 25-35 who doesn't 
mind taking risks to discover 
what could turn into a 
secure, honest and happy 
relationship. Photos would 
be nice but not necessary. 
CBW Box 373. 
NOT PARTICULARLY 
outstanding or unusual, I 
am just a nice middle-aged 
New England lady (47) 
seeking a nice man with 
Maine sensibilities. No 
photo necessaary. Writing 
will disclose all . Respond 
CBW Box 359. 
GOOD COOK, don't mind 
housework either. SWM 29, 
t 75 Ibs, good looks, likes 
dancing, cooking, drives in 
country, walks on beach or 
just being with someone 
special. Time for someone 
new in my life. I seek SWF 
20-35 non-smoker, 
reasonable looks, around 
150 Ibs. for nights out, 
dancing, staying home 
watching TV. I'm game for 
just about ~nything: 
friendship, romance and 
maybe more. Reply to Fred, 
PO Box 372, Scarboro, 
04074. A picture would be 
nice. Cast lonely nights 
away, call today. 
r;m!liPlj9 ifj[i*_ 
\\'\ 
When was the last time you met 
someone who blew you away? 
Don'tleave it to chance. Let us introduce you to 
someone special. Selectively. Thollghlfi.illy Cheerfi.llly. 
Being single in Maine Gan Tfic PerJOl'ld 
be fun again. Why wail ~Ii 
any longer? call .If.JU{,, 
The Personallbllch 
"\ t.xL:h.:lr~e sc . PonJanJ \1F. ".14101 
--; :(>88 
MWF ATTRACTIVE 
blonde, 34, semi-unfulfilled, 
seeks correspondence 
leading to brief, mutually 
satisfying interludes. Photo 
greatly appreciated. CBW 
Box 401. 
SWM 29 would like to 
meet female for a 
supportive and open 
friendship and maybe 
relationship. My interests 
are in the visual arts, live 
music, nature, learning and 
discussions on thoughts, 
feelings. I'm a creative 
person, medium build, 
health concious, with a 
sense of humor. CBW Box 
402 
SWM 30, intelligent, 
irreverent, well-travelled 
media professional seeks 
attractive independant SWF 
with a sense of humor and a 
positive attitude. CBW Box 
403. 
SWM 28, nice smile, nice 
eyes, non-smoker, warm 
friendly and sensous. Enjoy 
dancing and dining. Seeks 
dark and petite SWF 21-34 
to form the ultimate couple. 
Lets do itl CBW Box 404 
BIWF 24 idealistic, 
healthy, attractive, 
professional and chem-free 
interested in meeting BiW 
couple with the same 
descriptive qualities for a 
romantic friendship. Letter, 
phone and photo gets 
response. CBW Box 405. 
GWM 29 is looking for a 
GWM 25-40 who's fun, 
ambitious, outgoing type of 
guy who especially likes the 
ocean and has a ternflc 
sense of honesty, who 
doesn't mind taking risks to 
discover what could turn 
into a secure, honest and 
happy relationship. Photo 
please but not necessary. 
CBW Box 407. 
AVERAGE LOOKING 
guy (26, intelligent and 
interesting) looking for that 
manly sort of man to go out 
and deface Marilyn Monroe 
types and assorted or 
sordid adventures , 
depending on your 
pleasures ; women for 
experiences, adventures 
and conversation. CBW 
Box 408 
NOW THAT the tourists 
have subsided, relocated 
media professional , DWM 
37, seeks charm, wit and 
companionship of area ladv 
(your terms). I'm a fun-lover 
(note hyphen) sociable, 
out-going type,. not 
unattractive, affectionate. 
Photo? Phone? CBW Box 
364. 
SWM 27 wouid like to meet 
SWF 20-30 who is pleasan~y 
plump and gOod-natured and 
loves children. Send photo 
please, all letters answered. 
CBW Box 381. 
BI M 35 into meeting 
potential dependable friend 
who appreciates discretion. 
CBW Box 382. 
YOUNG SWM seeks an 
oider, experienced woman. If 
you're sensual, open, and 
desire an exciting physical 
relationship, send a note and 
phone number to CBW Box 
387. All letters handled 
discreetly. 
GENUINE GWM 26, new 
to S. Maine area, young 
professional, honest, 
sincere, attractive, 
smoke/drug free and 
discreet who enjoys physical 
litness, travel, the outdoors, 
music, and good 
conversation seeks GWMs 
21-35 with similar interests 
for friendships and good 
times. Why hesitate, scribble 
a note! CBW Box 375 
GWM 49, Tall, medium 
build, good body, se~ks 
large, muscular, masullOe 
dominant type WM 30-50. 
Could possibly share my 
apartment with me. Please 
send phone. CBW Box 415. 
SWM 39 seeks 
passionate woman (21-50) to 
share life's pleasures, 
companionship, rides in the 
country and quiet times. I'll 
offer understanding and 
tenderness. Phone? Photo? 
PO Box 840, Brunswick, Me 
04011. 
WHO PLACES Person to 
Person ads in Casco Bay 
Weekly? Ordinary people 
like you, who've discovered 
it's one of the most safe. 
fun, easy ways for singles to 
meet eachother. 
NEED FURNITURE? Why 
not-rent with option to buy. 
TVs. furniture and appli-
ances from Rent-A-Set. 
729-$37 
ERNIE POOK'S Co meek 
and Marlys fans, .... Lynda 
Barry has created at-shirt 
just for Marlys. Show yo~r 
friends where you went thiS 
summer 'visit Marlys' World 
and Universe + Galaxy'. 
Shirts are 100% conon with 
black ink. In adult SM, MED, 
LG and XLG sizes. Send 
check or money order for 
$12.95 to: Greylag, P.O. Box 
99093-CB, Seattle, WA 
98199-0093. Get on our 
mailing list too .... 
19 FT, SEBAGO Suncraft 
inbd/outbd Volvo Penta. 4 
cyl, twin carb, solid boat, 
needs minor work. $1000 firm 
Call 883-1473 between loam 
t08pm 
QUEEN SIZE waterbed 
with mirrored head-
board/bookcase. Six draw-
ers in base. Complete with 
heater, mattress, padded 
frame. $350 or best offer. 
846-9583 
MACINTOSH SE with 
20MB internal drive. Includes 
hypercard, mouse, key-
board. Brand new in box. Call 
871-8964 evenings. 
WOODSTOVE - Jotul 
model 11 Benamel forest 
green, takes 2-ft. logs; 
excellent heating capacity 
and beautiful appearance. 
$400. Call 773-B447. GTD. 
COMPUTER-Commodore 
Amiga A-500, 1.5 MEG 
internal plus 1010 external 
drive, 2002 color monitor, 
music & Digi-View software 
included. $950. (1600 new) 
865-0949 eves .. 
MOVING • Must se",office 
desk-5' x 2.5' with file drawer 
& chair $275/both . Also 
bedroom and living room 
furnishings . Call 871-7t25. 
WEEKEND IN NYC for 
two persons. Deluxe 
package, 2 nights with 
breakfast at Marriot Marquis. 
Round trip flight from 
Portland, value to $1200, 
make offer. 773-7369. 
WATERBED KING SIZE 
soft sided, bookcase 
headrest, with heater and 
massage unit. Deluxe, 
excellent shape, $650. 
Maple chest of drawers, 6-
foot, full mirror over. $300. 
767-3152. 
WISE PoCo ergonomically 
designed, IBM compatible 
desk-top computer. Dual 
floppy disc, excellent 
monitor, plenty of storage . 
Top condition, asking $850. 
799-8764. 
LAWNMOWER with 
grassbag, $125. Ladies 
dress form size 12-16, 
$75.Sewing cabinet, needs 
work, all wood, $10. Wocker 
double fan chair, $100. 
7735982 days, 871-9263 
nights. 
MAGNAVOX 19' color TV. 
Excellent condition, $275. 
Call 934-0645, leave 
message. 
AIRLINE TICKETS one 
roundtrip, Portland to 
Colorado Springs, Nov. 21-
28. Call eves, 846-0512. 
REFRIGERATOR 13 
cubic ft. almond Kelvinator, 9 
years old, clean and in good 
shape except for freezer 
door problem, good second 
or camp refrigerator. $50, 
please call 774-5910 days. 
COMPUTER haven't you 
been putting it olf long 
enough? Complete 
Commodore 64 system with 
lots of systems and 
everything you will need. 
Also, 4 hours of instruction 
to make you a computer 
whiZ . Retail $1200, your 
price $699, call774-95 12. 
FUTON Like new. full size 
100% cotton with 
convertable frame, red 
cover. $300 or best offer, 
must sell. 879- t 998. 
SOLOFLEX weight 
machine. Includes leg- and 
fly-maChine. The total at 
home workoul. Its been used 
but not abused. Asking 
$900, leave message at 799-
2119. 
A NO·PAIN, all-gain, all-
around good deal is what you 
get with a Casco Bay Weekly 
classified. It's simple, cheap 
and effective. What else 
needs be said? 
FREE .JOB information and 
assistance. If you have 
epilepsy or a seizure disor-
der: Upgrade your job search 
techniques. Leam if, when 
and how to tell an employer 
about your seizures. Talk to 
people who have been there. 
Find that 'break' you have 
been looking for .. Do it n<>w! 
Contact TAPS at (207) 772-
7847, Pine Tree Epilepsy, 
Portland, ME 
AD AGENCY Part time 
Portland ad agency needs 
student for part-time courier 
and maintenance work. Must 
have car. Flexible hours. Call 
772-8948. 
PHOTOGRAPHER seeks 
woman models 18+ for photo 
and video work.. Send 
photo, phorie to PO Box 
5341 Portland,04101. 
PORTLAND PUBLIC 
Library needs Health Arcade 
assistant. Help children and 
adults learn about their 
health. Part-time Thu. eves. 
and Saturdays. Training 
provided. 871-1713. 
GOOD DAY MARKET 
weekend manager-Sat, Sun, 
Mon, 22 hrs. Evening 
produce floor worker, 25 hrs, 
food retail experience 
preferred. Send resume or 
apply in person, 155 
Brackett St. 
EARN BIG MONEY in 
your spare time at Raouls 
pool tournaments. Mondays 
7pm, 9-ball, $5 entry fee. 
Wednesdays 7pm, 8-ball, $5 
entry fee. Tax-free cash, 
only at Raouls, 865 Forest 
Ave, 773-6886. 
FREE KITTENS! Beige. 
white, orange. Litter box 
trained, 797-4574. 
LOST black and gray Maine 
coon cat. Has blue collar with 
bell, answers to Bubba. Last 
seen on Roussin SI. in Old 
Orchard Beach . If found 
please call 934-0645. 
FOUND small grey and 
white kitten, E. Prom area, 




program has openings for 
children ages 3-5. Program 
includes swimming , gym, 
library visits and local field 




• GIVE MASSAGES? 
• REPAIR CARS? 
• PULL TEETH? 
• SHRINK HEADS? 
• TUNE PIANOS? 
• PLANT BULBS? 
+ PET SIT? 
Choose Casco Bay 
Weekty as a vehicle for 
delivering the message 
about your business 
to the Portland area's 
most active readers 
Our readers want quality 
service and professionals 
they can trust. Help then 
find you in the CBW 
Classifieds. 
biZ services 
FACIALS: Organic aloe 
vera products. Face scrub, 
mask, herbal steam, black-
head-whitehead, and excess 
oil removal pius a foot mas-
sage. Enjoy a thoroughly 
cleanface.Joniat773~63 
MAINELY MAIDS 
Domestic housecleaning at 
low rates. Very Hhorough, 
many, many, references. 
We're here to help. Call us 
for a free estimate: Jeanine 





If you're Sick, 
You Call The Doctor, 
If your TV, VCR or 
Mtcrowave Is Stck -
~'m .. \ " DOCTOR OF 
/'. j ElECTRONICS 
-' I ~ AT r .--" ~ 
J~ 
HARVEY'S T.V. 
803 Congress Sl. Portland 
772·6467 
. 
REMODELING By Vision 
Crafters. Let us add the 
change that can make your 
house your home. Khchens, 
bathrooms, tile work, fioor 
inlays, repairs, additions. 
Charles Fredricks, n3~63. 
BARTENDERS profes-
sional bartenders for all oc-
casions. Woll bartend in your 
home for that speciaf party. 
Birthdays, weddings, Hal-
loween, or Christmas. Make 
your aHair our affair. 
Reasonable rates, call 883-
8099. . 
RECISTERED NURSE 
available for home health 
care. 13 years experience. 





• PRJBLEM: Drinking 
water rupplies Ire 
becoming oontaninated 
• roLUTION: MULn-
PURE no systems guarm-
teed to remove chlorine, 
bacteria and chemicals 
• OPPORTUNITY: 
Part-time or Full-time 
772-6740 
- ._---- -_. r--------
I - I 
. 'l>~e Sa/. ' I 
IG~t~:1 
1 !ID~~~1 ~~~I ' : 
_ - --~.-" .. I.I~. -" J, I 
1.73 DODCE VAN 
TRUCK - ran fine two years 
ago. Body in exc. shape. 
$650. 846-0285 
CUBE VAN 1873. Alot is 
right with it. some things are 
not. For more info call and 
check it out. You can't go 
wrong with the price of $575. 
It is a ten foot cube. 846-
9583 evenings. 
11188 SPECTRUM good 
ondition, 4-door AlC blue, 
cute, must see. 35000 miles. 
Cal 767-0976, nights. 
11178 CHEVY PICKUP 
V-a, 70 K, New Mexioo truck, 
runs great, must sell soon. 
$1500. or best offer, 774-
0092 or 775-7926 ask for 
Enk. 
MUST SELL 11181 Pontiac 
Grand Lemans. V-<3 with; ac, 
cc, ps. tw, pb, pw, JVC 
stereo cassette, new 
sticker. Very clean, $1500 or 
best offer. 774-6496 Or 775-
5717 
1883 FORD ESCORT,2-
dr hatchback, front wheel 
drive, 4 cyl. 5-spd, 2-tone 
tan and brown. 72.000 miles, 
great in snow, car has no 
problems! Ready to drive 
away, $950. John, 839-
11182 VOLVO wagon DL. 
• 87 k, standard 00, nice 
running and driving car. 
Body in very good condition, 
; asking $4800 or best offer, 
· will negotiate for quick sale. 
Cafllate, 774-0435. 
· 1885 ISUZU I-Mark 4-<1r, 
sedan. PS-PB, one owner, 
air, 5-speed, sun roof, alloy 
wheels, California car. 
Stereo wlcassette, $2500 
2 Car Garage I: takes it. Call Ken at 1-929-
On 'a cement slab . 5134. 
Order Now For A : 
I 11187 FORD F-3S0 I-ton 
for A Tremendous I truck with stake bed. 




Call today for 
Free Estimate 
. proof warranty. 30,000 miles, 
I $12,500, call 874-8529 M-F 
I or 787-2187 nights or week 
I ends. 1884 MAZDA AX-7 silver, 
I' 5-spd, 49,500 miles, askin9 




CHOICE 1884 Celebrity 
SIW. Newly rebuilt engine, 
98K. $2600. 82 Dodge 400 
82K, $1600. Both cars well-
maintained, good shape 
inside and out. Make offers, 
777-6904. 
Brendan Group I 
761·4070 I 
1·800-222·2565 I 
L _ AS~O':" CarolY~ _I 11186 PONTIAC Grand Am, 5 speed, sun roof, 4 
doors, 48,000, asking 
$5000. 773-6320, leave 
message or call after 6. Ask 
for Doug. 
TOYOTA Pickup 1984 
Highway miles, well-
maintained. Cap, sliders, 
aluminum wheels,. $3500. or 
best oHer. 772·3258. 
MAZDA RX,7 1986 
perfect condition, 36,000 
=== miles, am-fm, must sell 
$6999. 774-7528. 
,-------------:-----, FORD EXP 85 red, sporty, 
C I R C U L A IT ION 5-speed, sunroof, 60,000 ..... miles, 2-seater, runs great. 
Occasionally we need extra help distributing 
our papers. /I your schedule has some Wed. 
evenings or Thursdays free and you'd like to 
work tor us once in a while call 883·0155 
CoscoBov 
VVEEKLY 
AM-FM, cassette, new tires, 
well-maintained, inspected. 
$2850. Suzanne, 775-0232. 
VOLVO 1965 122 2-dr, 
nice condition, 2-litre, dual 
carb, 4-spd, sport exhaust. 
$2500 or best offer. 637-
2384. 
DESPERATELY seeking 
purchaser for 1981 Kawasaki 
GPZ 550. N_ tinIs, Barnett 
chain, great running bike, 
must Belli $800 or best offer. 
Fred, 846-3810 days, 443-
8760 after 8:30 pm. 
1887 .JEEP COMANCHE 
4~1. 4-wheel drive sport 
truck. Power steering, power 
brakes, AM-FM, black, 
moderate highway miles, 
never plowed, good 
condition. Good deal at 
$6000. Call 772-5304. 
1U6 SUBARU. excellent 
condition, AM-FM cassette, 
sunroof, 38,000 miles, 
selling for $3600, far below 
what you'd pay on a car lot. 
Compare at $5000.879-7037 
eves. 
1885 MAZDA RX·7 GS 
model. Immaculate finish, 
AC, PB, PS. Black with grey 
velour. A fu n car to drive. 
Below book at $5975. 878-
2312. 
1878 CHEVY CAPRICE 
Landau roof, 4-dr, AC, 
cruise, stereo, new tires, 
battery, alt. Good condition, 
with new sticker. $1000 or 
best oHer. 775-6586. 
83 TOYOTA CAMRY LX 
CC, AC, all power, AM-FM 
cassette/equalizer, excel-
lent shape, high miles, $2800 
or best offer. 82 Pontiac 
Phoenix, 6-cy1, CC, AM-FM, 
77000 miles, excellent 
shape. $1000 or best offer. 
Tim, 879-7038 or 770-3738. 
1885 TOYOTA Corolla 
GTS. 5-spd, air, sunroof, fun 
car. $4550 or best offer. 
772-2919 or 773-8589. 
11181 VW RABBIT 4-dr, 
99,800 miles, $800. Call 761-
9450 after 6 ;30. 
1881 CHEVY Malibu, V-<3, 
130 K and going strong, just 
in from N.Y. Needs head 
9asket, transmission mount. 
$500. Call 772-5322, Gary. 
1883 TOYOTA Tercel 
auto, low mileage, excellent 
condhion, AMlFM and tape, 
Good tires. Must sell. $2200. 
772-<3440, leave message. 
1883 NISSAN Sentra 5-
spd, brand new clutch, year-
old Midas muffler, AM-FM, 
rebuilt alternator, 82,000. 
Asking $ t 400 or best offer. 
Must sell. 770-6780 days, 
775-2780 eves. 
UI87 FORD ESCORT GL 
4-dr, 5-spd, sunroof, AM-FM, 
elec. side mirrors, security 
lock (hood deadbolt, fuel 
valve). 33000 miles, 
excellent condition, $3900. 
Call Del 766-5153 or 776-
7497. 
1982 SUBARU sedan-
red, 4-dr, PW, PS, PB, AC, 
some rust, 129,000 miles, 
$1000 or best offer. Must 
sell, 865-3433. 
WHETHER YOU want to 
sell your '76 Toyota or buy a 
'55 Chevy, use Casco Bay 
Weekly's Classifieds. For 
just $5 you have up to 30 
words to make your pitch, 
and additional words are just 
15 cents each. Call the CBW 
Classified Ho~ine: 775-6601. 
******************** 
BUY HERE - PAY HERE 
Two Brothers II 








1 Jffle~~~:,t;~naeek: nelSOn 
I a caw Person'o Person t' 
ad. It'll Introduce you to well over 16,000 I CBW readers, more than a few of which ara 
single, and all of which are well read! 
II PAY FOR TWO WEEKS· GET YOUR 
THIRD WEEK FREE! 
I Please use the "Do It Yoursel1" Classified ad form 
I and enclose this coupon to receive a free week. 
\ / ,----------------
Rt. 302, Westbrook 
• Guaranteed Up To Six Months 
• 0 % APR Avajlable 







1901 Forest Ave., Portland 
797-3510 
Free towing when repairs are done here. 
Final round 
Today's Final Jeopardy is "Game 
Shows." You know how this works. Fill 
your answer below. 
Can you solve the Real Puzzle? If so 
there could be a $20 gift certificate for 
Alberta's in it for you (first prize). Or 
tickets for two aboard the Longfellow 
Cruise Lines (second prize). Winners 
will be selected from among the correct 
entries by random drawing. Contest-
~ 1989 United Feature Syndicate. 




11 RICE KRlSPIES 
16 CORN FLAKES 
4 MUESLIX 
10 HONEY SMACKS 
5 FRooT LOOPS 
6 GRAPE-NUTS 
12 FROSTED MINI-WHEATS 
1 RAISIN BRAN 
14 PRODUCT19 
13 NUT.It: HONEY CRUNCH 
8 FROSTED FLAKES 
2 ALL-BRAN 
9 SPECIALK 
Nolxxly skips breakfast around 
here; we recieved 102 responses to this 
week'sReal Puzzle. "Grrrreat" Gerald-
ine Moody of Portland munches out 
with first prize. Tom DavisofLewiston 
snaps, crackles, and pops away with 
second. 
Ocro«r 5, 1989 23 
ants are ineligible to win more than one 
prize in afour-week span, and only one 
entry per contestant. 
All entries for this week's Real 
Puzzle must be received by noon 
Wednesday, Oct. 4. The solution to this 
week's Real Puzzle will appear in the 
Oct. 12 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. 
Please write puzzle number on the out-
side of envelope. Send your best guess 
to: 
Real Puzzle .40 
Casco Bay W_kIy 
1B7 Clark Str_t 
Portland, ME04102 
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Solid Maple 
The perfect space saver pulls 
out from your wall ... hidden 
springs convert it from couch 
to bed in an instant! Available 
in double size (as shown) or 
twin and queen, all in stock. 
Choose from the largest 
selection of futons, futon 
frames and covers in New 
England. Futon mattresses 
reo · -- priced from $89 to $279. 
FurON FURNISHINGS 
A Maine OwntrlCompany 
621 Forest Avenue near Woodfords Comer, Portland, Maine 
Salis/action Guaranteed Exit 6B off Route 295 
871-0578 
Hours: Mon. & Thurs. 10-8 
: Tues, Wed, Fri 10-7 
Visa, MasterCard, American ' 
Express, Discover and ' 
personal checks welcome .. . Sat. 9-5, Sun 12-5 
Wrap up in the warmth of East Wind's sumptuous 
tapestry collection . .. woven in the colors of 
Autumn foliage or in deep sky blues and alizarin. 
EAST WIND CODE and Amaryllis. 
~/p.,(~~ 
AMARYLLIS 
Amaryllis Clothing Co. 
41 Exchange Street, Portland, Maine 04101 
(207) 772-4439 . 




Friday, Saturday & Sunday 
October 13, 14, & 15 
Cruises depart Long Wharf hourly 
from 8:30 am. until 7:30 pm. 
Included is a taped narration about 
the history of the U.S.S. Kennedy. 
Great Photo Opportunities! 
Enjoy 
Sizzling Hot Dogs • Cookies 
Snacks • Cocktails 
as you ,view the U.S.S. Kennedy. 
All Seats $7.50 
One Long Wharf· Portland • 774-3578 
Prlatm" 
.. Full color printftlg 
• RaiSed prftltltlg 
• DireCt r.1aU Marketi!'ig 
J4 Diamond St. 
P.O. Box.lOB9 
ortland, Maftle041()4 
7'14-14S6 
